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Wang Kuan-yang
A Pilot of Lei Plsng Type

by
~ iih Feng-huang, Sun lieu-mm and ~~th Lan—p ’ in

- (1) Wang Kuan-yang is a

~~~~ •~~‘: ., r.voluionary, veil—experienced
/ 

j~ 
and courageous pilot . He fights

• • 
heroically at the front of

• eoienoe research for national
• 

. defense, and has many t imes completed

- 
his eaeignmente with exoeilence.

To the task of speeding up the

construction of people’s air force ,

he has made great contributions.

(2) Once when he has just p7. ..- 
- .  -

completed his flight test and

ready to make his return flight,

the engine of his aircraft suddenly ‘ 
-

stopped working. He than decided

not to bail out of his aircraft

to make a parachuting, instead, -. 
-

/

he held the craft and made a

forced laniing. H



(3) While his aircraft at an
- -

emergency l siimiing altitude was like a

wild horse rushing downward, Wang
-

saw a chimney and a water tower of -

a factory in front of him. He wanted 
- •

to make no damage to any part of - • .~~~~ . ~~~~~
.

1 .
the factory, he refused the ‘

~ 
:.~~ , -

-

-

advantageous condition of upwind 
-

landing and managed to change his

course and successfully spared the

factory.

- (4) At the moment when his
~~
.

— 
- 

aircraft was coming cloøe to th• 6

- 

- 

- - 

- 
- ground, Wang saw $ few people

course,and thus he saved the

workers In the fi.ld. His aircraft aads a forced landing in a harvested

field, but bsoausi of the violent chafing, Wang was seriously tnjui ’ed.

- - - ~~c;-~ l
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- -

a dllig:nt

hospital, he never stops

-~~ 
f’ 

working. When the swelling on

- - 
- his eyes has just begun to

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
=-~ ~~~

‘ 

-

~~~~ redu ce, he pi~~s ~~, a copy of

Volume V of Selected Works

I - - - - ‘  - - 
-- 

- 
-

- - -
. 

- - - of Mao Tsetung as he wants to

draw some new revolutionary

(6) As soon as he has

completely recovered, he returns

to hIB unit with great determination. 
-

He wants, under the guideline of -

the resolutions of~~~e 11th

National Congress of the Chinese  -

Conmiunist Party and following leader - 
- - -

Chairman Rua, to make more flight - — - - 
- - 

~
- -

~

tests.

3
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A Devotee of Science Research and flight Test

By
Ch ’in Chizig

Peng ShIh-chin Tang Te-sheng
Lin Feng and Taai Shan—wu

At an altitude of 8000 meters, pilot Wang Kuan—yang had an accident.

He refused to parachute and,firxnly holding his aircraft made a forced

landing inataed, Thus he success fuly saved some pee life and property.

This article attempts to make a profile of such a heroic person.

Wang Kuan—yang is a pilot of one flight test division. He has high

degree of sense of responsibility, daring revolutionary spirit, serious

attitude toward science arid the best flight experiences. In a period of

ten years, he has many times achieved excellence in perfnrmanoe of high

level science research and flight test , and four tim~~he received official

commends from committee members of the Cominunit Party. On August 8 of last

year, the party branch in the a~r force officially gave him an honorable

title of “A Pilot of Lel Feng Type”.

Science research and flight test are important links in the

programs of speeding up the modernization of air force . New airerafta must

have flight teats, and the newly made instruments of various kinds have to

pass flight test as veil. The examination of limitation data of new

equipment also depend on flight test, and no one of these tests is surely

safe. But Wang Kuan—yang is never aftaid of danger and always gallantly

chooses to take the hardest work. Along with other science researchers,

he inoeasingly strives to explore new areas and approaches high goals.

One hot stuirer day , the temperature in the airfield was ve~y high, he wore

4
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a
his altiti~de antigravity suit and a heavy helmet . Stepping off the

aircraft, he was all over a sweat. But in order to grasp the favorable

time, without taking off his flight suit , he sat down on the parking apron

to wait for an order to make another flight test . The other comrades urged

him to take a rest , with a gratifying ainalling he said, “We want to advance

our science research, time is a precious factor. If I can make one more

flight, we may have accumulate more data necessary for our science research”.

During the time when the “gang of four ” tried to delay the development

of industrial production and the modernization of national defense, against

the tide of the influence of the “gang of four”, Wang Kuan—yang completed

each flight test assigned to him on time. ~~om 1915 to 1976, in a period

of a little more than one year , he together with other comrades

completed twenty flight tests for science research .

In the late September, 1976, amidst the sad and solemn atmosphere

due to the death of Chairman Mao, the authority assigned a flight test of

a science research instrument, which had been a concern of the late Premier

Chou ~1?.].ai as well as Chairman Hua, to the unit that Wang Kuan-yazig was

belonging to. Wang Kuan—yang then asked the leader of his unit , saying

“Please ~‘ive this mission to me. I must transform my sorrow into strength

ard following Chairman Mao ’s will to complete it.”

The unit leader approved his request, and Wang Kuan—yang then

began to devote his time and en~rgy-, day and night, to the preparation for

the test. On the day that Wang planned to make his first flight teat,

he came to the airfield very early and waited for order standing by his

5
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aircraft . But till noon time, the cloud ceiling rema ined undesirable for

flight. The cloud became thicker and thicker and the visthility became

shorter and shorter . All other scheduled flights had been cance]ed , but

Wang Kuan—yang was still waiting by his aircraft. One comrade from a

sc~ence research unit came over to ask him, “Rrother Wang, are you still

waiting to fly when the weather is like this?” Wang lifted his head looking

at the sky and said, “As soon as it becomes possible, I will try to complete

my duty. Then you can have the data you need.” As time rolled on , Wang

was afraid that he could have no chance to take off if he continued to wait.

So once and again he asked his coxmna~ der saying, “We are still ready and

waiting, let ’s take off. ” After careful consideration, the commander finally

issued an order to let them fly. In the sky , t’-ere was a green light signal.

Despite the dark clouds , Wang Kuan—yang began to fly in the sky and repeatedly

made his tests. As a result , he obtained the much needed data and he really

made the best use of this precious time.

There was a new test to be ~arried out . On that day , the sky was

clear and Wang Kuan—yang carrying his new assignment happily flew in the

blue sky. He calmly, exquisitely and precisely performed each action and

overcame the difficulty of insufficient fuel because more act’ ons than

expected must be taken. He continuously reported each practical data to

the director in the science research office on the ground, and he victoriously

broke the speed and altitude as indicated in the design index. In this test ,

because of his courageous struggle, Wang succeeded to save 10% of flights

as desinged and completed the tests four days ahead schedule.

Before long, China successfully tested another hythn gen bomb under

6
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the direction of Chairman Hua. During the test , pilots Pan Kuo—hsing and

Sun Jung—hua of China 41r ~~roe,using the equipment which Wang Kuan—yang

once used and the data collected by Wang Kuan—yang, safely flew through

the mushroom clouds and collected the necessary samples. They achieved

their distinction. In the final discussion of their meritorious acheivements,

they declared that Wang Kuan—yang is the pioneer who passes

mushroom cloud.

Wang Kuan_yang is a well experienced pilot, who has beendoing science

research and flight test for ~~~~~~~~~~ years, and from those practices

he has accumulated rich experiences. Toward the goal of speeding up the

modernization of China’s air force, he actively and dutifully studies

flight techniques and conscientiously makes flight tests. During the days

when he is on duty to carry out science research and flight test, he always

in the early morning steps in his aircraft courageously to do various kinds

of science research and flight tests. In the evenings when he is off of

duty, no matter how tired he is, he always tries to visit other science

researchers and - discusses his experiences in flights so as to perfect fligh t

techniques.

1.,
Once his unit receives an order to test placing a,~iliary fuel tank in

a high speed fighter. This test is the preparation for making a new type of

aircraft. The research unit and the manufacturer require that this teat

must be completed in a short period of time and that the data must be

accurate. When Wang Kuan—yang has been assigned to this mission, in the
he

night of that da~4~began to check data, d*aw flightS routes and stu dy flight

• direction and altitude and the time of fueling. In order to have everything

7 ±
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S
well prepared, he worked till very late,

Next day, immediately after he had arrived at the airfield, using

the short time before taking off, Iie’ began to check. his cabin and

recheck his flight plan. In order that his flight plan can be more scientifically

prepared, he went to see some of the science researchers and repeatedly

explained -to them about his flight~~~~ and asked them for correction. Under

the asistance of Leaders and science researo ‘era, he made a new and more

scientific flight plan. After he had completed his mission, he was told that

his first taking—off and landing was not perfect . Then, under the approval

of his leader, he made three more flights and his mission was completed

perfectly.

After the fall of the “gang of four”, in the front of national defense,

comes a new and good situation. Under the leadership of Chairman Hua, it

has been deci ded to revolutionize and modernize people’s ~~~~~~~~~ Certainly ,

this gives great aspirat ion and strength to Wang Kuar~—yang. On June 19,
(1-’ o.~eitas~~Z- -“

1977, Wang Kuan—yang was assigned to1~new flight test . With gréat~he pilots a
&4~lte5e -

China made high speed fighter to the blue sky high above. When he has

reached an altitude of ~OOO meters,. following the regulated requirements for

flight test, he begins accurately and skillfully to make level flight,

circling, diving, rapid climbing and accelerating. After having completed

these performances, he is in the process .of elosing fuel valve, turning

off fueling and reducing speed, and ‘ suddenly there is a burst of sound in

front of his aircraf t and the engine begins rapid~~ to slow down. By this

time, it is of no use to release the fuel valve. He now becomes aware

that the engine has developed problems.After a calm analysis, he concludes

-~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



that the engine has stopped working, and from all the phenomena, he realizes

that he has no way to pilot his craft any longer. The speed of the craft

begins to reduce and the altitude becomes lower and lower. The situation

is serious, Wang Kuan—yang calmly and clearly reports the situation to his

commander. Under the direction of the commander , Wang coolly and easily tries

to adjust his direction and toward the airfield he is ready to make a return

flight.

As time passes by second by second , the altitude and speed of Wang

Kuan—yang’ a craft continues to descend. The commander on the ground knows

very well the serious consequence as an aircraft has lost its power and

the difficulties of its forced landing. So he on the one hand issues

detailed directives leading ~~ng Kuan—yang to return to his original airfield,

arid on the other hand carefully anaylizes th&. situation and gats ready to

issue his ultimate order . The altitude has reduced from ~OOO to 2000 meters,

and,by his flight experience, Wang Kuan—yang knows this is the best altitude. 
-

and condition for making a parachuting and only by a touch of the spring of

the parachute, he can then return to the ground, But Wang Kuan—yang realizes

that parachuting means to abandon an aircraft and the science research

equipment in it. Moreover, the failing of an uncontrolled aircraft will

similar to the drop of a hea vy bomb and it may fall on a factory or a village,

thus it will make great loss. In facing such problems, he makes a quick

decision that lie refuses the chance of parachuting and trie i his best to

make a forced landing.

Wang Kuan-yang strives to control his aircraft gliding toward an

airfield. The flight is from west to east , and accordingly he should make

9
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I
an eastward forced landing. If so doing, he must pass through the sky

over a large factory . In order to avoid the possibility of falling in

the factory area, he gives up the favorable condition of making upwind landing,

and changes to make a westward forced landing instead. Now his aircraft is

only 1000 meters high above the ground and its descending becomes faster end

faster, so it has been impossible for him to make a forced landing at an

airfield. Under such circumstances, Wang Kuan—yang calmly observes noiditions

on the ground and tries to avoid any village. -

When his aircraft comes very close to the ground, he suddenly sees

an elementrary school and some farmers working in the field in front of

his r~ght hand side. At this critical moment, Wang Kuan—yang makes a final

change of his, course and let his aircraft land in a .  wheat field where the crops

have just been harvested. 
.

The aircraft and the science research equipment are saved from wreckage,

and the factory, the village , the school and the farmers suffer no damage,

but, because of the violent flutter when the aircraft touches the ground,

Wang Kuan—yang ~ seriou4~ njur ed. When people come to his reecla, he

seemk~~~,rget~~~~ -his pain and continues to ask, ‘Whether he has made

damage to any house, hurt any body, and how is his aircraft?

are present are~ all to~cbed by. his courage and patriotism.

• On June 20, vice premier Wang Chen and some other leaders of different

departments of the central government ooinoidentally came here to supervise
some project, When they heard the story, they rushed to the hospital to

see Wang Kuan-yemg. Vice premier Wang aien sent Wang Kuan..yang a bundle of
rresh.____ red flover3and personally told Mm, “You are a heroic model pilot. -y

10
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I am on behalf of Chairman Thia and Vice Chairman Yeh come to see you. When

I return to Peking, I immediately report to Chairman Hua and Vice Chairman
.4

Yeh of your heroic deeds”. With great excitmeM.,. Wang Kuan.-yang said, “I

wholeheartedly support Chairman Hau and Vice Chairman Yeh, and thank you

for your concern. I must foflowA doctor ’s’iiistruetions. But I hope that I

can be released from14hospital earlier and that I can try to cont~ ib~ite more
‘I

to our aviation science research. ” j

I’
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Practure Mechani cs and Aeroen gine

by
Kuo Ti-eld

The study In fracture mechanics of the rules of’ cra ck. extension of a

cracked body whe~~ieceives a force is a new 1m’eak~~irough of the theory

of strength , and this study is now shoving its great vigorous growth .

In engineering technology, we often use strength to indicate the

ability of destruction resistance of a component pert when it is under action

of external force. In designing of supporting art iclee, we always make

strength calculation. In the past, strength calculation often takes material

mechanids and elasticity mechanioa as theoretical. basis an1 ’
~

’l~ t~
”

• material is perfect and0honogeneoua medinm. Now fracture mechanics is a science

that deals with the 
• 

problems of strength ~~~ w~~~e %hat material originally

has cracks or it 1M4~g”i~’ have cracks when it ~s being used. On such a

• basis, fracture mechanics studies the strength and useful life of component

parts.

If c±~acke have been found , what will be the theoretical basis for

~ ed j~,pcalculation of strength? -
~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~at formula te ealau~~te can be -see& 4re4

Ie
-s.LentLf4re7 What is the factor that determins crack .xten4icn? Hov-4r

ác __
- e.l.iilabe the life of a component psz’fè

4 
ill these are subject s *. study

in fracture mechanics.

Origin and Development

It has been said that in the 1920’., there was a Brit~~ i named

LI
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t
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~~~~~~jj * who began to study the calculation of stren gth of the cracked

material s. First1 he from theory anajsed the energy change of the crack

extension and the relationship between strength of crack and the size of the

craók. His theory has been proved true on glass vessels , but because it is

ap~~.ied only to the fragile materials , it failed to attract much attention.

wring th. World 1~r II, among thaut 2000 US. liberty sessete, there

more than one thousand incidents of fragil. fractures. ‘At that

time, because of the urgency of war, no serious study of the incidents

took place.

In 1960, the solid rocket engine shell of US polaris missile exploded

during testing. According to the traditional. strength calculation, the

breaking stress is far smaller than the yield limit (damaging stress),

a.. this incident caused -vid - - attention. Through many times of tests

and fragil* fracture analyses of the absU, it hR been -discovered that the

— fragile fracture is always caused by crack extension. In 1969, thor.

- en aircraft F—ill crashed because of the break of its wing axis and at

the time iàsm the incident took place, the velocUy, weight and loading

coefficient of th. craft were all within, the designea z’aftge. Through analyses,

it was then found that the break of the wing axis was caused by a

crack whiCh was made when the axis was cast. Aircraft 0-5k, helicopter 8-61

and th. fan rotor disk of RB 221 engine had incidents~~~~~al1 beaause of

crac~~on them.

• Gslifsis is a Chines. transliteration of an ~~g1i.h name, which say be
Griffith. koept for some internatio~~liy renowned p.r.on .liti.. .and piacea,it is rather difficult to identify a Chin... transliteration of a foreigoproper name because of the different pronunciation system of ~~glish andChinses, Worse itill, if the tr5sslit.ratjon ii aid, on th. basis of sosalocal dialect.
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t incidents
The fracture I L mentioned above sic all phenomena of “braking ”,

but tho8e df only “cracking” not “breaking apart” are widespre ad . In checking

an aircraft and its component parts , cracks are often fou d.~9—ar. ; It - always

seems to be a new discovery when a crack is found in some parts, but , in

fact , however , the crack has existed before it is discovered . Only after a

certain period of time the parts are being used and the crack extended to
- such a degre e that it can be seen by- damage detecti ng instrument or

naked eyes. The damage detecting ~nàtr Uments present ly used in factories

have their own limits. Some of them cannot discover any crack - .ven~~here are

cracks on the sample . ~~~~~ny component parts iMa L ~~~~~_ detected by d’.lnRge

detecting instruments prove perfect ly fi
~surel6ssA are often found bearing

cracks . This is because of 41~e limitation of t4~e- sensitivity of the damage

detecting instrument that cannot discover the cracks. It is the refore proper

to say that many- parts of engines and alicrafte which are now flying in the

sky are being operated under the condition that they have cracks . Pr om the

fracture mechanics point of ~~~ is a normal phenomenon and there ~~r ’’

noth ingw~jch should cause alarm .

The proble ms of fracture in engine and aircraft are problems which

are old, ~‘eat and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the fatigu. fract ure which is ~im~

number one an~ng the fract ur e incidents. It is not exaggerated when someone

says that the fatigue fract ur e is the “cancer” of en engine or an aircraft

and it metaphorical ly implies the danger .

To solve the fracture problem must begin with the study of the causes
1 ’

of fracture, then find out the rule, of fracture. Prom this. rules some

solution may be found. Th. present need i. to h~Ip the advancement of

-~ -



science and technology . The basic theory of elasticity mechani cs
and plasticity mechanics has reached its required level. So , in the
1960’ s, the practice and theory of fracture mec hanics became mature
and soon f racture  mechanics was an independent and new scIence . It
can be ant icipated as long as there is fracture inci dent in aviation ,
this new science will continue to grow .

The New Concepts Generate d from Fracture Mec hanics

Fracture mechanics is a new science and the achievements it has

attained can be summarized as follows :

The concept of “cracking” and “breaking—apart” . The incident of
breaking—apart is a result of the development of cracks . Because of
the seriousness of a breaking—apart , a crack is cause for alarm. It
Is fel t  that a crack will lead to a breaking—apart . Obviously such an
idea tries to equate a crack with a breaking—apart .. It has long b een
the practice not to try to repair a crack In an aircraft engine , but

instead to abandon the engine completely . Thus a staggering quantity

of aircraft engine components is abandoned simp ly because of cracks
in engines. Obviously this handling of engines occurs because of the
misleading notion that a crack will necessarily result in a breaking

apart . This belief is so strong that few people try to study the

rules of crack extension , and the study is considered meaningless and
useless becaus e as long as there is a crack , there must follow a break-
ing apart . Although such an idea prevailed for a period of years ,
the fracture incidents during this period never ceased to happen , and
no solution to the problem of fracture was found. Fortunately , at
long last , from the unfortunate flight incidents , time and again ,
people have learned a lesson and begun trying to analyze the cause of
the incidents and to explore a new way to solve the problem. For
instance , after the explosion of the US polaris missile , they organi—

I - zed more than twenty units to analyze the causes of the incident .

15 
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In l9~ 9 , a special commit tee  was establ ished to s tudy the f rac tu re
s t rength  of mater ia ls  ( fu r the r  explanat ion wil l  be given later o n ) .
Since then the study of f rac ture  mechanics began to develop .

]

~ ~I ~~ 
Since the development of the theory

of crac k surface energy in fracture me—
4

chanics , it has been recognized that a
- . crack wi ll not necessarily b ecome a

I U * •i- - breaking—apart  and it may never becomeOpen— Tearing Glide
ing cutting so. There Is a certain condition In which

a crac k develops into a breaking—apart .
Figure 1. Types of What is the condition? The condition iscracKs .

determined by the exchange relationship
between the adaptation energy (explanation will be given later )

re leased from parts when they are wor king and surface energy abs orb ed )
by the crack after it has come into being . If the adaptation energy

is larger than the surface energy,  the crac k will extend ; otherwise ,

the crack becomes stable and will not extend . If both of them are

almost equal to each other , the crac k will be stab le for a period

of time . But when it is under some external impact , it will rap id ly
extend. The concept that a crack must be followed by a breaking—
apart is but one of the three possible tendencies of a crack develop—
ment and it Is not a natural tendency. This shows the partialit y

of the traditional concept.

16 
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crack
The dealing with ~~~ in fracture mechanics must face the

reality and deals with it individually . In order to reach such a degree ,

it requires a precise understanding of the rules of crack extension. The

individual dealing can be realized only by means of thorourh study and

various kinds of theoretical calculation and practical experiment.

For proving the practical significance of studying the rules of crack

extension to the aircraft engine, we would like to provide the following
the

facts as example. In an aircraft engine, exhaustion edge of directing blade

of the turbine often has cracks. This is a baost a common phenomenon of all

aircraft turbo—engine. The cause that causes cracks is the uneven distribution

of the temperature of oombustinL air entered into— the turbine, and thus

it creates an uneven JMtribtui.n of surface thermal stress (for the concept

of atreas, see “ The Techniques of Strengthening Jet Pellet” in No.10 of

this journal, 1976). Through the repeated heat dirculationa ,it is easy

to have fatigue cracks on the eximuation edge. Because the directing blade

is static and, unlike the revolving ones, it is not effected by the

centrifugal action. So its negative loading and the degree of tra nsformation

is insignificant and the amount of adaptat ion energy it released is also

small. But the fatigue bracks : always comes in the form of multi—line

simultaneously, so the amount of surface energy they vent to absorb is not

em~ ll . Thus it creates a situation that the amount of surface energy the

- cracks - absorbed i~ larger than that of the adaptation energy the direct ing

blade released when it i, working. Accord4.ng to the point of view of

fracture mechanics , under such a e.m~~f ma, the pracks will not extend. So

if there are crack . on the exhaustion edge of the directing blade , the

blade is still useable, ~na thee’. is no-n.oes ity to rapIac. it - haat.ly.

1? 
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As a consequence, there is n~ risk of having arq incident of breaking—

apart, but it prevents the unnecessary waste of’ material and

caused by replacing the blades.

According to what has so far been known , of the British flSzubei”*

engine, if the length of a crack -, on the blade exhaustion edge is no more

than 7.6mm, It is permisable to continue using the engine. The Czechoslovakia

engine !47010—500 can continued to be used it a cracic on the directin g

blade exhaustion edge is found no longer than 10mm. These exwp1e~ suffice

to prove that cracking does not necessaril y mean breaking—apart. In

retrospect , during the years when the thinking that a crack must be followed

by a breaking—apart prevailq the way of handling this problem is entirely

different . Whenever a erack - is found on the directing blade , the whole

engine must be take n off from the aircraft and sent back to the factory to

rep lace the blade and oniy then it is consl4ered - . u~èab1e and safe . But

before long , óraek 10 found again and the engine is taken of f again. Thus

the waste of material and manpower is tremendous . So the study of cracking

and breaking -apa rt t~4ndeed very important . It is not merely a matter of

whether the concept is correct or not, but it is a matter concerning flight

loss of nation ’s property and the waste of material and manpower .

Stress Stren gthening Factor K1 and ~~acture Tenacit y K10. Genez’al]z in

the field of fract ure mechanics, cx’ao~ce, according to the conditi on under

which they rea.i~~ force are divided into three different types. As

illustrated in Figure 1, type 1 is an opening; type 11 is a tearing; and

* “Szubei” is a ~~iinsse transliteration of an *nglish name .
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type 111 is a glide—cutting . Because type 1 Is the one which is very easy

to make, it is usually taken as an exanple.

~~f~ • ~~~~ ‘~~~~~~~~~

Change the back Normal flight
swept angle of wing
but the rotor axis
is cracking

Because of the breaking of rotor axis of the wing, the aircraft
is falling down

When a component part has had a crack, under the action of working

load, the stress close to the pointed end of the crack I. always greater

than the avera ge stress the component part received. So the averag0 stress

before the crack occurred is not representing, and we must use some other

formula to calculate. Because the stress close to the tip of the crack has

special characterisitca , the distribution of stress is called stress field

of crack tip . According to the inferenoe of fracture mechanics theory,

this stress must be described by using a new concept , which is called stress

strengthening factor K1. Crack extension Is , in fact , determined by

stress strengthening factor K1. But K1 is related to external force ,

g.ometrical length , material characterist ics and the crick half length I.
4 fracture )

Based on the inference of~mechanTh s, it can be approximately express.d by

the following formulas

19



1(1 ~~a~/gj~ - f w ~

a is applica tion stress

a is crack half length

f(w) is peometrical shape function

From the above formula, it can be seen that If the external force and

th -  crack length are increased, K1 will become larf’er. But the numerical

value of K1 cannot be infinitely increased and it has its limited value.

When K1 reaches the limiting value of K10, the crack will become unstable

and begin to extend. It may rapidly extend to a degree of breaking-4part, and

an incident of breaki ng-apart can happ en immediately.

edge crack - on blade top (transitional)

exhaustion edge - crack .’ (not stable )
diametrical érack of a sealing trough (stable)

Figure 2. Cracks of three different natures appears on the blade

Where is the demarcation line between a crack stable extension and

unstable extension? The line is the limit value Kic of K1. This limit

value is called fractur e tenacity K10, which is closely related to the

characteristics of the material. As fracture tenacity K]c varies fr om

different materia ls, it can be found out through testing by using some

instrument. The judgaent of fractur e resistance ability , therefo re , is not

made by strength but by fracture tenacity K10 of the material. The higher

the numerical value of K10 is, the leøs chance to have fracture. It is a

20
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new concept to measure the fractur e resistance ability by us i ng fracture

tenacity . Based on the numerical value of K1c which has been obtained,

we have found a special rule that Is materials of hIgher pulling resista flce

st-~’ength have lower fracture tenacit y Kic (see the following table).

Pallinc’ resistan~e
Brand No. stre ngth limit fract ur e tenacity
of materidi g/ I ~~~cg/tnm 3~~~)

2024—T4 4:. 202

2024—T851 46.4 81.6 
-

4340 
— 

182.6 188

- 
Ti6—4 138.8 167 

—

Ti6—2 129.2 ~~~~
Thus we can conclude that in orde r to prevent crack s on component part s,

the parts cannot be made of materials which are of high strength. Because

the higher the strength is, the easier the fra gile fracture occurs. Such

an idea is contrary to the traditional thinki ng. In the past, based on

traditional thinking, when a part cracked, it Is always thought that the

strength of that part is not high enough. In order to solve such a crack

problem, materials of high strength are often sought . The result of so

doing is, in fact, to make it easier to have cracks. The factual instances

of this case are often seen in daily life.

In suimnary , crack extension is determined by stress strengthening

factor K1 close to the crack tip when a component part is receiving external

force. If X1 is greater than fracture tenacity K10 of the material , cracks ,

under the condition of receiving no n~ re external force , will rapidly extend

themselves, and results in an incident of breaking-.apart. The inference

21 
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of fracture mechanics by using stress as basis to determine that cr acks

will not produce unstable extension can be expressed by the following

relation formula: K1~ K10.

The above formula is an important conclusion deduced from the study

of the stress field close to the crack tip in fracture mechanics. From the

combination of K10 numerical value and the ~tat.e of stress when a crack

produces unstable extension, we can calculate the maximum crack length of

a component part , and this length is called critical crack length ac. If

the critical crack length a.~ of every kind of component parts can be obtained

throu~h calculation, then, based on the existing crack length a and the

speed of crack extension, the time needed to extend to the length of a0 can

be determined. Thereupon, the life of a component part which has had L 

cr~~ ks

can be determined. If the crack length a is much shorter than the critical

crack, there is no need to replace the component part which has had cracks.

Such a conclusion is in accordance with the points mentioned above. At the

present time, in some countries , when an engine is being designed, they

consider the tnitial crack a0 of a component part at a certain period of its

life. Obviously, this is to apply fracture mechanj os theory to make
predi~c~ ipn

strength design and life design. For instance, the lif ~ r of the

turbine disk of an engine by Pratt Whitney Co. in the United States is

through a number of work ing cycles. The life of turbine disk is determined
crack

by the working cycle at wnich a - - of 0. 79himn is found on the turbine

diak. Of course, this numerical value cannot be just the critical length

aç of the crack, and it can be smaller, so the reliability of the engine

4 - still has its usraritee. Obviously, however, the guideline of making such

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



a technical standard ia to take the concept of crack critical length a
~

and crack initial length a0 In fracture mechanics as theoretical basis,

The Surface Ek~ergy and Adaptation Fnergy of Cracks. In fracture

mechanics, it is believed that when a crack is extending, there must be some

energy to support it. In the process of extending, the crack absorbs energy .

When Gelifeis suggets his theory of surface energy, he believes that once

a component part has a crack, the surface of the part at the crack has been

divided into two. If the crack contInues to extend, the two surfaces will

continue to be augmented, and at the seine time they absorb energy. The energy

thus absorbed is called surface energy. The amount of energy absorbed will

be in direct ratio to the size of the crack and the absorption rate of
surface

& energy is usually indicated by using Glo. . Through repeated comparison,

it has been discovered that the crack surface energy absorption rate is

closely related to the crack tenacity K10 of the material. Of the material,

the higher K10 is, the higher is G10 This means that a crack cannot extend

unless it has absorbed enough surface energy.. Glo Is therefore aleo called

crack extension resitance force.

Adaptation energy has been discussed in material mechanics. When the

main parts of an engine are: working, some kind of distortion will, take

place, and at the sane time, they release a certain amount of energy. This

is adaptation energy. A takes place when a component

part receives external force, and this displacement inevitably brings

about diatortion. The origin- of adaptation energy is ~~ ernal force,

is also called potential energy. On the other hand, a part of the adaptation

energy is stored In the materials of whióh the acelponent pert is made, and
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this part of adaptation energy is released through diiplacement

when the parts are working. When a part has crack, the displacer~ent while

it is working will be different and the adaptation energy released will

also increase. This part of energy absorbed by the two split surfaces change s into

surface energy. The release rate of adaptation energy 
~1 is the energy that

determines the crack extension. 
-

According to Gelifeis’ theory of surface energy, If the adaptation

energy release rate G2, is larger than surface absorption rate 
~~c’ 

the crack

will extend; otherwise , there Will be no extension. Gi can therefore be

called force of crack extension, and Gic, the force of crack extension resistance.

F~ om this we can reach a conclusion of the energy in fracture mechanics that

will not cause crack extension. The conclusion can be exnressed in the

following f’oria:

This is the condition that makes a crack stable and not extend. In

our foregoing discussion of the point that a crack i8 not necessarily followed

by a breaking-apart , we mention that for many engines, it Is permisable- to

have crack of a certain length on the exhaustion edge of directing blade

and the condition is G~j0~i~ G1. Dracka will be unstable and rapidly

extend if the condition is G~,>G10. There is another kind of cracks which

at ‘
~ beginning is stable and not extends (extension may be very slow),

but when it reaches a certain length, it vii]. become unstable and rapidly

extends, The condition for this is 0l~~~lc’ which .~~adual]7 becomes Gi~~Gic.

The extension of this kind is of transitional nature. These three different

kinds of Ctacks can be suimnarized ass stable crack, unstable crack end

~



transitional crack.

These three different types of cracks can be found from many engines

being used in China as well as other countries. For instance, The British

Szubei engine permits to have crack of no more than 2.54mm at the blade top

edge of fIr st class high pressure turbine operation blade. Obviously, within

this limit , the crack is stable. When it is over this length, the crack

vi],]. become transitional in nature. On the sei~1fng tooth at the top -’ef this

kind of blade, one crack is permi4’ble and the engine can continue to be

in use. There is even no regulation concerning the length of crack because

the crack is positively a stable one. But if .a crack is found at the

exhanation edge of this kind of blade, the whole engine will become useless

(Figure 2), because the crack is definite],yunstab le .Once it is found, it

will rapidly develop into a breaking—apart of the blade, - so the engine

becomes useless.

- . tion edge crack (unstable)

L c~acke_oii~bladè body (stab~te)

,. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ cra6k at mortise (stable ) -

- 
,
~
. longituMi~~1 crack at inortiae (transitional)

~~L~ n’s- 3 ~~Cra~~8 ‘of three different natures ar e found on a turbine
blade of a turbine engine made in China

There is another ~ rmi~~l , of one type of engine made in (~ ina, there

are found many cracks on blades of the turbine blade , aid the cracks

era atable . But the traverse cracks at the mortise ar~ t ransitional and

-
~~ 

the longitudinal on~ are stable , and the cracks at the ~~~auation edge

are unstab le (see Figure 3).
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The above examples manifest a fact that on turbine operation blades

of same type, the three differ ent kinds of cracks can all be found. Thrbine

blade is one important component part of aeroengine, if it can have

crack , It  will be no surprise to find cracks on componen t parts of other

positions of an engine.

Speed of Crack ~ ctension. The speed of crack extension is one important

topic in the study of fra cture mechanics. When a component par t begins to

have crack, the crack will develop from stable extens ion to unstable

extension. Aa soon as the crack reaches critical length a0, the unstable

extension will ber’in. What is the extension speed when a crack loses its

stability. According to the results of various tests , the speed is surprisingly

great and it is almost equal to sound speed . But before the crack reaches

the critical length a0, the speed of extension is slow. So the extension

speed within the limit of critical length is called crack extension hypocritical

speed. At the present time, in the study of fracture mechanics , the crack

extension speed after the critical length haa been known ,the point of sisphasis

of the study should be the hypocritical area. Cracks which are all. in the

h ypocritical length area are different from óaoh other. Some simply atcpa

developing; some develops but in a very slow speed; some are in great speed;

some develops at begimi1~ng very slow and then becomes fast ; and some de~S19Pe

at beginning rather fast and then becomes slow, Up to date , there have been

numerous formul as describing crack extension ipeed in this area end this

is obviously because -4haI- there are so zna~y factors which affect the spied

• of ext.neion, such stress distri bution, elasticity of material, plaitioity,

.laatc—plaeticity and work hardening. However, it is a genera ) reoo~ sition
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that crack extension speed is determined by the amplitude of stress

stren gth fac~orA K.

The value of~~ K is concerning circulation stress. It there is no

intricate changes of stress , cracks will not extend. There is a crack on

a static article , if its~~K value is zero , the crack vii], not extend . The

necessary condition that causes crack extension is the action of external

force which has cyclar changes. When a component part is acted upon by

the external force , within the part there will be a circu lation of str ess.

Since there has been a circulation of stress , the maximimi value of stress

stren~~h factor is K 1~~~ and its mln1iirim value is ~~~~~ and their differe nce

in ~~~~~ — Klmjn = AK , which ia called amplitude ,of stress streng th factor .

Crack extension speed is related to stress strength factor and also relat ed

to fracture tenac ity K10 - of the material. It can therefore be said that

the main factor s that affect crack extension speed are stress circulation ,

stress distribution and fract ~ ‘re resistance ability of the material. In

addit ion, the work technique of the component part can affect crack extension

speed as well. Of component parts ~that are made of same material and are

of sane stre ss circulation and stress distribution , those which have been

given a Jet pellet strengthening technique can reduce their crack extension

speed noticeably. So, besides A K, -there may be some other factors which can

equally affect crack extension speed. It is therefore impoeeible to make

a complete formula to calculate the crack extension speed of the hypocritical

area.

Sound ~niasion. In the study of fract ur e mechanics, it has been

d.tsoovsr.d that in the process of crack extension ther• is always a kind
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of sound. This is called sound ~nission, It is tran sform ed from the

ener~~r released due to crystal shifting when a crack is extending. P~ om

a large construction, this kind of sound can be heard by human ears . ~~om

a component part of an :aeroengine, - it cannot be heard unless it is

magnified by a special instrument. This principle has been applied in

aviation to detect crack extension and it has aleo been used by some one as

means to detect micro.erack. It is a new technique a~id it has caught wide

attention.

In next issue of this journal, we shall discuss crack problems in

- aeróengine.
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a
The 1’irst flight of a Man -power ed

Aircraft Pbllowing a 8—shaped Air Route

by
Heieh Chu

- In January, 1975, this journal published an article “The Recent

Deve],opa~ent in The Study of Man—powered Aircraft”, by which we introduced

how the man—powered aircraft designers abroad have tried to make a

successful flight following a 8—shaped air route, Now this goal has been

reached.

- 
Title Picture . This Is the picture of man—powered aircraft “Floating

Bald Eagle” -taken at the time when it is successfully making a record—
making flight following a 8—shaped air route. ~~om the picture, it can be
seen that the aircraft is passing by the guide post at left corner and
trying to make a turn. On the ground there are a few persons on bicycle to
observe the flight. The pilot sits reclining backward and is pushing the
pedal to keep the propeller running. In frontot the seat , there is a wind
shield and the pilot is protected by a transparent plastic box.

In ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the sky is clear and the breeze is gentle . On

the runway of Shatter Airfield in Californ ia parke d a strange aircraft . It

has two long wing., the length of which i~ 30m, and they are almost

tran sparent , for they are covered by a very thin cover which shows the ribs

very clearly. Underneath the wing, there is a very simple pilot cabin . It

.4 seams somewhat exaggerated to say a pilot cabin becaus. there is no cabin
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but a single seat . In front of the seat there is streamlined wind shield ,

and the seat is connected with a pedal, which resembles the one used in a

bicycle. Its gearing chain can star t the double—blade propeller in the

rear of the craft . On the head of b-he craft , there is a long and thin

aluminum pipe, on which a duck t’rpe forward win r- Is set. This w~ng controls

the flight of the craft.

At seven o t clock in the n~ rning, a young man named Bruce Allen steps

on the pilot seat . He is a 24 year s old ath lete,cf a height l.~ 2m and a weight

62kg, and weari ng large—framed eyeglasses. He has experience of taking part

in a bicycle race and pra cticing gliding. After -1 waving to the people

surroundin g 0 the scene , he site on the pilot seat reclining backward ly and

begins to star t the craft by using the pedal. Soon the propeller behind

the wing begins to revolve by a speed of 100 turns ppr minute and produces

forward force) forcing the aircraft tax~~ on the runway. Gradually the

craft lifts from the ground and flies high above . -This is an event~i.thich.

took place on August 23 last year. In this test , besides straight flight ,

the aircraft can make turns of )
~~)°. Bej~veen two guide posts which are

separated by a d~stance of 800m, the craft successful ly made a 8—shaped

flight . The flight takes ~ minutes and 28 seconds with an ave~age speed of

about 18 lai . The flight altitude is above 3m and the average operating rate

is O .35_ 0.4 horse power.

mien th. aircraft successful ly I*n4.~~ on the ground, it has cobi~lsted

a reoomd~m.iking flight in aviation histo ry and for this flight the prize

is the highest in aviation history, too, This is a record of a aen—povs..d

aircraft successfully made. a 8-shaped flight. Th. prize was nads by Briti sh
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I
industrialist

Royal Aeronautics Society and the money was donated by an ~~~lish 1fE TL L.t.

The prize wa stabilfkW, in 1959, since then in a period of 18 years,there
proven

was no one F ~_ Z~ qualified to win the pr ize and the final amount of the

prize reached 50 ,000 pounds.

Illustration Picture 2 • The man—powered aircraft successfully passed
the guide posts on the ground and made a tur n of 1800 .

The designer of this man—powered aircraft is a well known American

glide athlete and his name is Bill Mclesd*. In 1956, he was a winner in the

world gliding contest , and the f~~~~~~~~t
”

~e invented has been widely used

by plide athletes. Later, he changed to work in the field of industrial

a rodynanios and in 1976, he began his study of man-powered aircraft . By

that time, many designers of man—powered aircraft have failed in their

attempts to achieve p8—shaped flight . )~ st of their reasons are that the

lonp wing touches the ground and forcee the craft to fall down when it is
aerodynainical

trying to make a turn. The ~arrengeaent on the 
-

surface of thoee man—powered aircrafts is made

following the model of a general aircraft. They

resemble a general glider which )~~ long ~j 1n~~

(for providing enough lifting force ) end short body. The ratio between

* A Chin.s. transliteration of an ~~glish name.
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I
wingspan and the length of the aircraft ( longitude—traverse ratio) is

2O~~30. On the other hand , they usually have tail wing and control plane,

so the structure is bond to be complicated. 

Picture 4. k th ree—facet diagram of man—powered aircr aft “~‘].oating
Bald Eagle” . -

What was In Mcleed’ s mind was the parasol wing glider which was

fashionable at that t ime in the United States (see “Single Seat Glider ” in

January Issue of this journal , 1976). That glider has no tail wing and

contro l plane , and the pilot is suapen~ed underneath the wing (or parasol

wing) . The operat ion totally depend s upon the shape—change of the parasol

wing or flexible wing and incidence , so it is also called “swing gliding”.

Thus the struc ture of ~ glider is simple and its weight is light but the

lifting fvrce is there by Increa sed. Moleed was original ly an enthusiastic

par ticipant of parasol gli4ing and he had been conv~ need that if a man—powered
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4

aircraf t wants to succeed in making a 8—shaped flight , it must not use

the aerod ynam ical arrangement which a general aircraft or a glider has ,

and it must use the principles of parasol gilding. He went to ask en

aerodynam ic engineer for help in his calculation and they together proved

that a man—power ed aircraft . as ha had dev~ sed could make a 8—shap e flight ,

and that such a craft could meet the requirements for a prize from the

Briti sh Royal Aeronautics Society . They organized a small group for the

task of design , manufacturing and flight test. That aerod ynamic engineer

through electron ic calculation found out the best form of wing and propeller .

By using the lightest materials they sucessfully worked out their first

aircraft in a period of only one month. The wingspan of this craft is 27m

and its weight is 23kg . In September , 1976, they began their test flights.

The three sons (age 17, 14 and 10) of the designer all tried this craft .

Although the youngest son seemed not strong enough to start the propeller,

it flew up because it was so light. kfter a period of one year for

adjustment arid experiment and improvement , they finally made a man-powered

aircraft (for a three—facet diagram and structural disection , see Picture 4

and 5 ),  ~nd ready for their trial to niaice a 8—shaped flight. They Invited

an athlete Bruce Alien (as mentioned above ) to he the pilot . Through Allen ’s

patient tests , it proved that the craft could continue to fly for ‘
~ minutes

and produce power of 0.45 horse power. The wingspan of this craft is 30m,

the 1onr~itude— tra verse ratio is 12.8 (one half as smaller as other man—powered

airorafts) ,aIr—borne ve~,ght is 32kg (one third or óñ~ half lighter than

other man—powered aircrafts) and the wing load is ].4kg/aq.in (only one third

of that of other man—powered airora fts) . Due to its light weight and small

wing load, it is easy to lift and ea~ to control . All these dr eate helpful
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Pictm. 3~ Bruce Alien, a pioneer ~of operati ng a man—powered •
all-cl-aft to make ~~ — 
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Picture 5 (pr eceding page) Diagram of stru ctural dissection of ‘nan—powered

aircraft “Floating Bald Eagle”. This picture was originally publish ed in

a weekly , Feih sing Kuochi (Flight Intern ational), in ~ig1and.

(1) Aluminum pipe , its diameter is 5 centimeter and the thickness of
its wall s is 0.3— 0 ,5 ma. It connects the main body of the aircraft
with the duck typt forward wing.

the_ wing
(2) The cover skin of.~bh..l.,s, which is made of thin film (the thickness

of upper cover is 0.05mm and that of underneath cover is 0 ,O25nun.

(3) The framework of wing ribs is made of thin aluminum pipe , of which
the diameter is 6.5m m.

(4) The minor wing ribs are made of lig h t wood.

(5) The front edge of the wing Is made of card paper .

(6) Ribbon to tie the frames.

(7) Stay cord,of which the thickness iso.5— 0.7mrn.

(8)The adjusting ring ~n the stay cord .

(9)

(10) Wind shield ,in front of the pilot seat .

(11) Steering bar, which can control the airc--aft up and down, Dutch roil
and side slipping.

(12) Control pearjng cord.

(13) Gearing cord to contro l upward and downward.

(14) Control blad e.

(15) Control cord used at the wing tip.

(16) Venti1ate~~ et—up.

(17) Venti lat ing nozz les.

(18) Pilot observing window.

(19) Speed detector .

(20 ) Instruments . (21) Pu sher propeller , of which the diameter is
3.65m and which revolves ll5”-~120 turns
per minute.
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conditions for the craft to make turn of 1800 . Picture 5 and the descriptions

give the structure of this aircraft in detail. The wing is flexible and

through the control its end can go upward or downward. Thus it can make

tra~verse control(turning flight) . The pitch control of the craft (goes

up or down ) is made by using the control cord to connect the duck type

forward wing.

After having completed the 8—shaped flight , the craft slowly lands

on the ground, and Allen stepped off the cabin and smilingly told his

fr iends saying “This is really a miraculous flight”.

The study of man—powered aircraft has bep,m since the late 1920 ’s

and there has been record of flying ovér~a dista:~ce of 200—300 meters. In

the past half of a century,however , satiafactory result remains lacking

although continuous studies are carried on by quite a few people. The

establishment of prize by the British Royal Aeronautics Society is obviously

intended to encourag e such studies . In the 1960 ’s, in Italy, the government

established similar priz e. The best outcome of ~uch studies in recent
- professors

years was the man—powered aircraft made by p~ofcsors and students in a

Japa-iese university in February last year, and the craft made a record of

straight f1i~ht over a distance of 2,094 meters . Of course , this 8—sha ped

flight is an important milestone in the development- - of m an—powered aircsft.

Nevertheless, it still has a long way to go when man—powered aircraft

can be in practical use. Someone predicts that if a email engine of

1.5 —2 horse power is set up there , a man—powered aircraft may become useful.

And he further says, - “.Please think It over, consuming 10 litres of gasoline,
and by a speed of 40—50 km per hour, you can fly over a distance of more

than 1,000 1cm. Isn’t it of great worth?”
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News in Aviat ion Science and Techno logy

The Correlation Techniques of a Pilot and an Aircraft

The corre:Iation techniques of a pilot and an aircraft are techniques

which facilitate the cooperation between a pilot and an air craft. The aim

of studying such techniques is to search a way as how to improve the

design of aircarft in order to enable a pilo t to operate the craft more

conveniently. The scope of these techn iques covers the setup of pilot

cabin , design of the seat , the best processi ng of information and forms of

display. The work efficiency of a pilot can be promoted , the operation error

can be diminished and the aircraft can show its best performance if the

¶ items mentioned above are found in perfection . For - instance , a pilot of

a fighter needs a viewing field which is the wider the better . To meet

such a need, the seat must be higher . If the seat is set higher, the cover

of the pilot cabin must be made convex. Thus the resistance of the craft

will be increased . To have a satisfactory solution to such correlated problems

needs the correlation techniques of a pilot and an aircraft. Again, in

order to promote the mobility of the airc raft , it often produces a

phenomenon of overload . As a result, the craft will need I new model

pilot cabin , which is called overload pilot cabin, because the pilot, due

to his physical limitation , cannot stand such a great overload. In this

new model pilot cabin, when it is overlaoding, the pilot seat wifl. auto—
bnc~~mnatica .lly recline backward by 60.-65°. Thus the pilot’s hJ.J — view

overload value can elevate to 11.5g. Some other types of fighters use oth er

means to overcome such an inconvenience instead of having higher seat. At

the present time, the pilot seat in F—16 reclines backward by 250 and the

pilot’s ability to stand overload can be inceased by 0.6—1g. For
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compensating the loss of pilot’s operating ability due to overload , the

steering bar and fueling bar and other control buttons are set on the arms

of the seat to replace the steering bar which Is usually set at the center

of the pilot cabin.

Zero—speed Aerodynamics

Aerodynamics has already had many different branches, such as low-

speed aerodynamics , high—speed aerodyna mics and supersonic aerodynamics.

Since the 1950 ‘s, there have developed • technir ’ues of vertical taking—off

and ].axiding,whiôh ere f61].owed by the problems oi’ derodynamica of the

airorafta that make vertical taking~ofr and landing. As this kind of air—

craft can make forward flight from vertical taking—off and can make vertical

landing for forward flight, during those two periods of transitional

flights, the relative speed of the aircraft and the air stream is equal to

or close to zero. So it is called zero—speed aerodynamics, which deals

main1y with problems of control and stability when an aircraft is at zero

speed. - 
-

In the past two decades, there has been a great variety of difficultiee

in the development of vertical landing techniques. Besides the difficulties

in manufacturing engines far vertical taking—off and landing, the

understanding of the rules of zero—speed aerodynamics is not adequate. This

is because at a flight ’ of zero speed, the relative speed of the aircraft

and the air stream is close to zero, but the jetting of the engine gives

great impact to the afroarft . The old theories of aerodynamics have become

obsolete and the new ones must be developed.
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For making experiments and study of this new theory , in the United

States there is a setup ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ flight. A testing model of

vertical taking-off and landing is set upon a moving stand, and let the

model by a certain speed move along the ground. In addition , they are now

building a low—speed tunnel of 12 x 24 sq.m. In western ~~rope, they have

j ointly developed a large type tunnel of 20m level.

Solid State  E lec t r ic i ty  -

Dis t r ibu t ion  System ~~- - -

The electricity distribution system now widely used in aircraftS is a

composition of cables and circuit breaker. In a ,].arge aircraft , the

system requires a tremendous amount of cables and circuit brea kers. For

instance , the cables used for electricIty distribution and control in

Boeing—747 reach to a total length of 2501an and weigh~ 2.5 tons and the

- 
number of circuit breaker is 950. In order to reduce the weight of electricity

distribution system, in the 1960 ’s, a solid state electricity distribution

system was made in the United States. -

The solid state electricity distribution system is to use a digit

computer through niulticircuit transmission system ’ and solid state power

controller to transduce and protect the charged and autoi~~tically controlled

electricity distribution system. A digit computer in used to replace air

personnel to carry out automatical control, automatic charging control

and automatic test ; a imulticircu it transmission system is to use

one cable to transmit various controls and direct ive information ; axid a

solid state power contro ller is used to substitute for a thermo—circuit

breaker and protect char ging. The main merit of this system is the

great diminishing of the length and weight of cables and to reduce the

- I I
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the working load of air personnel. And above all , the system is easy to

maintain and easy to change; but it is more complicated and requir es

various integrated circuits and arid semicondu ctor switches of high reliability.

According to the reports in foreign newspapers, this system used in a

large aircraft , like,~ strategy bomber B—i, can reduce the weight of the

craft by 900kg, and save conducting wires by a length of 50 km .

New Airborne Cannon and ~iliet Powder

The eii~meter of airborne cannon presently equipped in aircrafts is

- 
about 20—30mm, the initial speed is ~00—lO5On~/aec. and the standard firing

rate is no more than 6000 shots/mm .

The new airborne cannon and bullet powder which are now under stwly

and manufacturing include the following:

I ‘ Liquid Cannon. This kind of cannon uses licluid charge. Its merit

is that under constant highest chamber pressure, the total ener py of its

charges can be promoted, and consequently its initial speed and firing

distance can be increased.

- 

Open—chambered O~nnon. This kind of cannon , unlike the presently

used airborne cannons, need not lock its chamber when it is fired. It

simplifies the structure of cannon, diminishes its weight and increases

its firing speed.

~~el1—leas Bullet Powder. This kind of bullet powder is to set the
S

warhead directly at the powder bar - and it has no shell. Thus it reduces
- ~ the weight of the bullet powder and saves materials used -in making the

- ii phell.
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Helium Bailon as loading and Unloading Equipment for Ships

According to a report , two U~ companies have signed a contract with

a commerc~ al company of Arab Republic of Yemen to m ke~ ie2ium baJ.lon to

be used as loading and unloading equipment for ships.

This kind of ballon transportation system is to use a helium bal].on

to load and unload goods for ocean ships. According to their orir~inal

plan, the system will ber’in to operate at Port I~odeida on September 26,1977.

This system can be used to replace the loading and unloading facilities

and dock at seaport . The cost of making such a system is about 1~O—200

million of US dollar and the time used for installation is 3—4 months.

The helium ballon tran sport ation system can move ten tons of goods

arj d transport the goods to a point 1—6 Ian off the shore. The ballon is )

equipped with steel—wire rope, pulling wire, pulley block and anchor. The

ballon is tied to a holding toWer. In operation, the baflon is controlled

by the equipment in it. On the dock, there is a diesel engine to -start

the winch. By pulling—up and re].eaaing~~~~ winch , the baflon transports

goods back and forth . - 
-

The cost of moving each ton of goods is US$23, and it can move ~00 tons

one day. The good condition for this system to do unloading is the wind

speed at 55. 5km per hour. If the wind in too strong, the ballon must be

tied tightly on the ground. It is said that this system can work 24 hours

a day.

The outstanding merit of this system ii that it i. easy to move and

it can be oompl.t.].y dismantled in two days and then it can be moved to
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According to a report in New Scientists of )~reh 3,1977 in ~ igland,

fifty year s ago, aircrafts made of metal were the most popular , but now

the trend goes just the opposite way. The Rockwell International of the US

is manufacturing two testing aircraft s of high mobility using compound

materials of graphite4 ibre and glass—1~Lbr e. The weight of this material

constitutes 29% of the total weight of the craft. This compound material

(graphite—fibre and glass—fibre) is not only lighter, ~.].esa~expênsive and
- easier to come into shape than metal , ar id it can aJ~so make the best wings

which ~ili produce great lifting force and small - resista nce .

* These two experi m ental aircraft s of high mobility and telecontrol

has been scheduled to be completed in ~~cember 1977 or January l9’7~. These

two airoraft a will carry nobody in them because the testing is ~ one of

low cost and high risk. The purpose of the tenti ng is to supp ly data for

making fighters in the 1990 ’s. it an altitude of 9000m, at a spee d

of 0.9 times of sound speed , the craft can maintain an overload of 8g

when it is making stable turn. It double s what the - aircraf ts current ly used

can make. At an altitude of 1].,000m, its transonic performance is similar

to that of P—l6, but the size of its engine is amaller than that of F—16.

These testi ng teleoontro ]. ai.rcraf ts of which the length is about

7m, according to the ~~—~~~are closer to the airorafte of completely

compound materi als, The materials used for these two crafts are

_ _ __ _ _ _  - - - -‘ -a- - . 
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aluminum 26%, graphite—fibre 26%, titani um 18%, glass—fibre 3%, steel 9%,
tungsten 4% and other compound materials 14%. The wing and the fro nt
smell wing frame, cover, heat dispersion blade and the air intake on the
engine are made of graphite —fibre . Titanium is used in this kind of
aircraft s much more than others, because -its expansion coefficient is close
to that of graphite. The structure of the body avid exhaust pipe are made
of superplasticity forming and difussed continuous cast titanium.

- By design techniques of high mobility, the craft can provide -

maximum lifting force at each incidence angle, The control plane of this

fu.U size aircraft (including elevating aileron, elevating rudder, revolving

tail wing, and the flap on the stable plane) can make the craft slowly f ly

obliquely forward when it is making forward -flight. -

This kind of telecontrol aircraft made of compound materials will be

dropped by a remodeled bomber B-.52 from an altitude of ]J.,000m. Then it

wiU~~~ntrol1ed to fly by people on the ground through radio direction.

The test will begin from the sirnmter of 1978 and subsequently twenty tests

will be made in two years.

- Holography

Holography is a unique technique, 
records

information of every aspect of a subject. It not only~~~U~~ photostrength

of a subject and it can also record the phase position of a subject . So

it is also called stereoscopic photo graphy.

The theoreotica ]. basis of this epoch making holography was fi~et
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mentioned in l948,but, because such a photography requires interfering

pho to sources , it did not have chance to be practiced. tJntil the 1960 ‘a

when the laser techniques were developed, this holography began to have

a rapid development. tt has lif.—like and three dimensional effect and can

repeatedly record without any interference. It can even piece a broken

picture together into a complete and perfect one. So it has been widely

applied now. In the United States, England, Russia, Japan and ~~ance ,

holography has been applied to the investigation of tunnel flow, analysis

of the vibration of turboblade and the test of the peeling of honeycc~ mb

structure.

)
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A Plentiful Asro-.exhibition

—A report on some special items and the electronic
equipment at the 32nd aero—exhibit? on in Paris—

by
Li Hs~ieh—kuo -

For speeding up the modernization of national defense and catching

up with the advanced level in the world, and following the principle that

we must learn all the useful experiences and science and technolopy

from foreign countries for our own use, we would like to make the

following report on some special items and the elecronic equipment at the

32nd aero—exhibition in Paris .

At the 32nd aero—exhibition in Paris , the United States , England,

France, West Germany, Italy, Canada, Sweden and Japan all have great many

special items and electronic equipment to display.-

The special items include instrument and apparatus of aircraft ,

display devices; automatic. flight control system, automatic landing

system; inertial navigation system; system of electricity source; and

flight simulator and testing equipment.

The central theme of this exhibition is about the new military

airorafts in the world today, such as F.- 15, P46, F—l8, Saab—37, Fantasy

Ti and Ui, America Panther, !4RCA, !C—14 and the equipment of Fantay 2000

which is under study and manufacturing , and a great variety of equipment

of transport aircraft a and general airerafta.

* Vieving th . special items as well as the eleetr onlo equipment , we

can col.o]ude that th , general ohara oter iztie. of this exhibition ar ez
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comprehensive, digitization, eleotronization, in series and micrit Icai1ic,n.

New techniques, new materials and new techno1o~~ all -have had advanced

applications,

Comprehensive. So far as 
*

the special items are concerned, -
~~~~~~~

each country displays many multi— -

functional comprehensive systems.

For instance , the Smith Company of

England displays S~~—l0 automatic

flight guiding system ( LFGS) . This

system combines the functions of -

Fig. 1. J-evel view instrument and
automatic flight control system weapon aiming system of F—16

and automatic: - flight guiding system together and uses the advanced

digit techniques. Thus It promotes the performance arid reliability ari d
safety  -

lowers the cost , and the ~.i’P~y of the system is also guaranteed. By

combining together the automatic - flight control system and VOR/LOC,

air traffic control and rer~iona]. navigation system 
- 
and the signals of

new
inertia ~. navigation system, the~system can perform more than 20 different

functions , such as maintaining pitch attitude, lateral roll attitude,

and altitude; preselection of flight direction; maintaining flight direction;

and capturing and tracking of VOR/LOC angle. Thereby the automats c

landing of an aircraft can reach 11 level. A branch of ~~uti~ailei* Co.

of the United States displays P-.l4D attitude and flight direction reference

system. which contains a gyrocompass (DG) , ~ -ro—mag and compass working 
*

attitude . The application of this syatcm ranges from a very simple

* A Q~zinese transliteration of the name of an American aircraft company *
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unmanned aircraft or a drone aircraft to those of high property (such

as F—15 rind B—i). The characteristics of this system ai~e that the cost

is low; it provi.des information of complete attitude/flight direction ;

and it is good for a place where a first order compensation correction

system is sufficient. One branch of Macnee*_Elliott Aero—~ Lectron

Corrcpnny exhibits their horizontal viewing device/weapon aiming computer

system (HTJD/MAC) ; Smith Company of England shows their weapon aiming/

horizontal viewing system (WA/HUD) ; and Thompson—CS? Company of France

dispays their VE type electronic horizontal viewing device/weapon aiming

system (F1UD/WAS), but these items are basically simila r to each other. They

combine the functions of horizontal viewing device and weapon aiming system.

As a consequence, the horizontal viewing device can not only guide a

fighter of high property to land in an airfield, and it can also provide

digit symbol display for air—air flame, control and air—ground attacking

attitude. On the other hand, they improve the ~ccuracy of weapon dropping

and shorten the time of taking aim, end thus they reduce the working

burden of the pilot and make him better perform his duties,

Digitization. Presently digit control techniques are widely used

in the special equipment of aviation in many countries. For instance,

digit computer has become an important component part in comprehensive

flight instrumett system, flight control system, inertial navigation system,

flight simulator system,and comprehensive data collection and processing

system, and In flight control , -the tendency of di9it~zation is even

more obvious. The TER N—].OO automatic navigation system of US Szup ’ail4i 
—

Company, for exanmrle, uses digital technique and magnetic disc storage

of larg. capacity and it can store 25 million units. In addition to 
*
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the invariable data bank, t1~e

- 
pilot can store 50 selected ~flirj *h t

plans and 204 selected f licht

- . ~~., 
- 

trace points. The electronic units

-- in SKN—2416 inertial navigation

4 - ---.1’ 
system made by Guilford Company

for F—16 all use large and medium

aca Le integrated circuit. The digital

Fig. 2 The magnetic—disc storage electric control system of 1’~CAexhibited by Ssu~~ai1ei
Company (~ultifunct1on fighter in Enrope)

England
sent tà the exhibition by nee—Efliott Company or -~~iland, and the

digital flight control electronic unit made by the sane company for US

Boeing short distance takd.ng—off and landing military transport aircraft

YC—].4; and the automatic flight control system made by an aero—navi gation

equipment company in France for Fant asy 2000, all use di~it control

technique. . The digital electric control system of MRCA uses a quadr i—

redunda; cy computer , of which the length of characters is of 16 figures and

of 16 instructions and it uses a parallel proee8sor , of which the speed can

match the band widt h of CCV system that has difficulty—work ability. The

digi tal automatic flight control system of Fantasy 2000 uses U~IP7~OO

central computer , which is developed from UMP6~o0 , and its characteristics
are that its size is small and the amount of electri&ty consumed is small,

c2~~uter
too, This ~~ uses microprogram technique and the number of its

inserts is reduced from 5 to 3. According to the explanation made by one

attendant on the display stand, this system will be manufactured for sale

in 1978, The Boden Lake Instrument and Technolo~’y Company of West Germany

displays their electronic unit of inertial platform, which uses digital
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computer to provide input and 
- ~~~~~~~~

,

output signals to the platform

The SzUp t ailei Company exhibits ______________________________

a digital atmosphere data computer 
___________ 

_*,__
I•, -

made for the US new fighters ~~~~~~ ~~‘c-~~- :-~ -~ ~~
- 

,~~
- - 

F—15 , F—16 and F—18, and Fig, 3 HSD-.~80 digital fligh t path
compass of Pentax Company**

Boeing also displays a digital

atmosphere data computer . The Klutse* Co. of France exhibits a 70 type

digital atmosphere data computer for use in a seaborne aircraft and a

~0 type digital atmosphere data computer for use in f~ghters of new generation.

Fighter A—4/weapon system trainer and the flight simulator of  B—52 of

Szu~ ‘ailei Company all use digital computer. Thus the cost becomes lower

and the eff’iciency becomes higher and it can make the simulations of

aero—eleotronic system control , advanced and elementary ‘iirht training,

navigat ion, control , anti—su1~narine tactics training, weapon dropping *

program and harmonization control. At the exhibition, there is also an

electric revolving platform controlled by a digital computer.

Ffllectronization. The development of electronic display system has

been very fast in many countries , the comprehensive flight guiding syster ,

horizontal viewing device/weapon aiming systems in particular are almost

all electronic. The HSD-880 flight path compass of the Pentax aero—electron

Company of US is made of digital diagram navigation and radio magnetic

compass . It has no sychronizer , decoinpossor and gearing unit and ite special

feature that has arrested much attention is its double—function display.
- - 1 -

* A ~niiese transliteration of the name of a company in France.** Based on a Chi~ese transliteration.
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When a pilot uses his finger to

touch the button on the outer edge

of the compass ,he can then select

the instruction of -a radio magnetic
-- 

: -  
- 

- compass or the in~orwation from an

automatic directioning instrument

- - through a flight path compass or
- VOR. When the buttoñ~ is at a

center position or a “HSI” position,
Fig. 4 The controller of the electric

control system of F—16 the instrument can be used as a

standard fligh t path compass. The

~ iith Company also exhibits a photothode display instrument. It is mainly

used for engine control. Its characteris--ics are that it does not consume

much electricity arid has high reliab ility , its cost is low and its size

is small. It is the first t ime that the Macnee—Elliott Company exhibits

a helmet aimer . This is a small type of horizontal v~ewing device , which
designed

is d~~~~~ i to be set on the helmet of pilot, and thus it can make the

pilot able to determine the position of target only through a s~mple

observation, and it also gives information of aiming and weapon dropping.

The electric control system (FBW) of F—l6 is also a new product , which

catches great attention of the visitors to the exhibition, It marks

the new direction of electronizing the aircraft control system. This

system is made by US General ~~nanLt~ Company and One breach of

Lear Zea~ler* Company. F—l6 designed aoãôrding to such a control arrange~ent

uses quadri-redundancy stable control system, so it is quaranteed an

effective control all the time. Aa a result, the aircraft can have the best

* A Chinese transliteration of the name of a company
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performance and mobility. A perfect control system guarantees the

completion of flight and its mission. The craft has a side control bar.

When it is making a flight of high ________________

- - - 
— - -_*__ 

*

velocity, it is not the usual

central. steering bar , but the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
____

When the pulling force is 14kg it can ~~
~*~~** 

~~~
— ~~s’ ..s~i I ~reach 9g. At low velocity the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - .  .* — - —. . - ~~ ..

instruction is received by incidence Fig. 5 The flame control radar

angle, and there is a limit of of F—16

250. At medium velocity, a responding instruction will gradually change

into another form. The input signal of the pilot , through the side bar

and quadri—reduridancy stable control system and along four different

cables- reaches every compartment. The whole side bar is vrry soft (its

hardness is no more than a piece of hard rubber ) and it conta ins a sensor .

The bar is basically not moving (forward and backward , left and right,

there is a displacement of only 1.6mm) . The pilot can actively control

various actions of the craft by using his hand holding the bar , On the

top of the bar there is a bUtton, by tthich every attitude of the craft

can be controlled. In addition , rada r , flame control , front wheel

control and refueling in the air are all comprehensively controlled by a
button
r.~ on the bar. So the operation of the pilot is rather simple and very

convenient , and his working load is thereby greatly reduced. According

to a statement made by General Dynamic , electric control system can

reduce the weight of a control system by l8~Lkg. According to the
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publications of the exhibition, the Concord supersonic passager aircraft ,

MRCA, YC—14, F—15, F— 1~ and B—i all. use electric contr ol system, and

Fantasy 2000, which is under manufacturing, is also desinged to use such

a control system.

In Series. From the items displayed in this exhibition, it can be

clearly seen that equipment designed for aviation in foreign countries all

have their continuity and form into series that can be used for various

types of aircrafts. For instance the inertial navigation system displayed
(~~~ 1Z~~ ’ ,‘.“~~~~~~~ )by US4 ~~~~~ICempaa~ and the i ertial Doppler navigation system by a

test equipment company of France are typical products in series.

Company has provided a series of inertial navigation system for 25 different

plans, from LN—3 to LN—50 inertial navigation systems. This serial inertial

navigation systems ,which - are made by using latest techniques include

AN/ASN 130 of fighter F—18, and the series used for civil aircrafts include

LTN—51, LTN—5~ , LTN—72, LTN—72R, LTN—76, LTN—104 and :TN—201. The AN/ASL.130

is a gyro—inertial navigation system .. The navigation computer is made

by W~den themselves and it contains 1,600 characters. The correction

time on the ground of this inertial navigation system is 9 minutes and it

weighs 9kg. This is a system which has small size, light weight and ‘which 4
is reliable and easy to maintain. The inertial Doppler ayatein——CID’~’6 of
that French company uses 255 type double gyro—platform, and it is an improved

one of the 250 type gyro—platform of America Panther inertial navigation
radarsystem. Together with one set of Doppler ~ and one computer, it can solve

all problems in navigation and attacking mission.

* A Chinese transliteration of the name of an American company
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Miorification. As the property of airorafts is continuously to be

promoted, the airborne systems have become more and more complicated. So

under the condition of not jeopàx’dizing reliability, the reduction of

their size and weight has become a very serious requirement. ~ccept for

using new ~rin~iple to design new type of systems and to improve electronic

nystem so as to elevate its’performance and to reduce its size and weight ,

in making new component parts (such as gyro and accelerator), micrification

is also the first requirement . ~~~~~~ xhibition, the MGL—~0 micro—

f lexible “yro of US Company is ~~~~~~~exarnpie. It is a small,

solid and light gyro. It weighs only 14g, its starting time is only three

second, which is really short and its rotator rotates 24,000 turns per

minutes. Because of such characteristics, it conanands wide at tention. It

can be used in aircrafts which have either fixed wings or revolving wings, - )

in a drone aircraft , space vehicle , submarine and air/ground launched

missiles. Also because of its double axle stability, it can be use in the

stabilization of. weapon- aliiing.

- At this exhibition, there are only a few fighter airborne electronic

equipment (such as radar, computer and electronic fighting equipment), and

most of them are pictures or models. Only Thompson—CSF Company exhibits

CY RANON multimode radar (used in- Yantasy Fl) . The Eclikaon* Company of

Sweden displays a pulse Doppler flame control radar which is used in JA—37.

From their system, radars are general pulee radar systems and there

i~ nothing newly created. The f lane control radar in F—l6 is a interfering

* A Qilnese transliteration of the name of a company in Sweden
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multifunction and digital flame control radar and its size, weight and

cost is only one half of the radar used in other types of fighters. It

has the ability of all—weather air—to--air and air—to—ground fighting and

weapon dropping, and can search and track tarc~et in all directions and all

attitudes wi thout having impact of the return wave from the ground, so it

can guarantee to complete its mission. Its action can cover a distance of

148ki~, and the average failure time interval is 90 hours. The whole set

weighs 118kg, and its volume ia 0.08 cubic meter.

Airborne computers are - the specially used - ones * in various airborne

systems. They include that which is used in automatic flight control system;

that which is used in horizontal viewing device/weapon aiming system;

navigation computer , flame control computer and engine speed and temperature

adjusting computer. And there are computers used in air traffic control

system and data processing system. For instance, the GCSLC—4516 processor

series made by Riden Company, of which the size is snail, the power

consuming rate is low and its cost is low, has been approved by the US airforce ,

army, navy and other more than 20 planning organizations. This series can

be used in airorafta, missiles, ships amd space vehicles. Its functions

include navigation, guidance, electronic warfare, display, control ,

communication data pronesaing and weapon dropping, and it adopts ~~~].man*

filter technique. At the present time, in many countries, computers are

used in the automatic adjustment of engine speed and temperature. For

instance , the SNL100 engine control computer exhibited by a machinery and

* A Chinese transliteration
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electricity company in France is used for speed control and calculation

display of LP compr essor of CF6—50 engine in aircraft A—300B. The

functions it completed include calculating and diapaying total temperature,

calculating first rotating speed’ basic value and error signal in rotating

speed of the engine and calculating and displaying the approximate

temperature of the computer failure time.

On the other hand , From the items exhibited at this exhibition, it

can be seen that new materials and the application of new technology have

equally rapid development, such as the application of photo—conducting cable

to -electric control system and horizontal viewing device. The photo—conducting

cable used in the electric control system of NRCA is m ade of hundreds of

fine glass fibre, of the which the diameter is approximately 70 micron.

The standard and usable cable can give signal decay of 0.04—0.4 decibe]Jm,

and it can guarantee the channel electric insulation and eliminat, electro-

magnetic interference in the insert circuit when data are being transmitted

through the channel. The “around welding” technolo gy of the new multi—core

logic insert conducting wire is carrie d out by using computer to control

the semi—automio equipment and it does not use welding tin but solder the

conducting wire to a bar. This not only promotes working effic t ency

(one person can finish more than one hundred wires in an hour ) and also

increases the reliab~21ty of the inserts . This equipment is made by

SERCEL Company of Fra nce. Nov in France, the Thonipson—CSF Company and

the French Machinery and Elecrticity Company use this equipment . The

~nith Company of ~ igland also uses this equipment and some other equipment

associated with this one—digital logic insert aut omatic test platform has

4
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also begun to be used. By this, the speed of insert quality checking can

I be impro ved and the failure source find ing can be more accurate. Thus

the manufacturing of special equipment for aviation a~d electronic equipment

can preat ly speed up.

What has been reported above is the general situation of ~~me special

items and electronic equipment at the 32nd aero—exhibit ion in Paris. We

should crit ically learn and accept everything which is useful to us so as

to speed up aero—industrial construction and rapidly change our backwardness .

I
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ALUMINUM POWDER PA INT

NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED

Bao -Kuang Chao

Flying in the blue sky and under the brig ht sunshine , the airplane radiates
sparkling light as a result of reflection fran its aluminum alloy “topcoat ”. Until
now , the aluminum alloy is still the major material in the manufacture of airplane.

The aluminum alloy material commonly used is available in various sizes and

shapes in the form of plate , sheet, tube, bar and the like, however, there is one
more product , the “aluminum powder ” , which can not be overlooked. The aluminum
powder makes great contributions in the process of manufacturing aircrafts, it

remains unpopular or even unknown to many people simply because it is contented
with the role of “unsung hero ” . )

The fabrication of aluminum powder involves the atomization of molten alu-

minum followed by ball milling , or the utilization of ball milling for the process 
*

of pressing and crushing the aluminum foil into extra fine scales with thickness

rang ing from 0.3 to 1 micrometer ( i micrometer = io .6 meter ) .  Because of th is
extremel y small size , even with the use of most modern equipment it could not be
fabricated in any form of components with a fixed geometry. In what way the aluminum
powder makes its contributions ?

By looking through a pierced hole on the “window paper” , one would see inside *

the room heatin g pipes from which the secrets of aluminum powder could be uncovered.
By close observation and analysis, the layer of silver white coating was identified
to be the material conta ining alum inum powder. The alum inum powder paint1wee made

by adding aluminum powder to various kinds of paint s1i~ttatt was found to be coat ed
on the iron gate of a building , on the flag pole erected on the ground , on the truck - -

with refrigerator ~or tran sporting f ood , on the electric furnace and stove , on the
conta ine i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ olum products , and so on. By miwing itself with the paints ,
the aluminum powder make s contrib utions to the aircraft s industry .
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Novel Techniques To Increase Service Life

Airplane in parking or on landing , dr~ taka~!—off or during flight encounters
e~-c~c ~~~many hazards : the air stream , the broiling sun beam, the sudden change of temper—

atu re , the contamination due to smoke and salty fog , the exposure to rain , snow ,

ha il , bak ing as well as freezing. Without sprayed coating the aircraft would “fight

the battle as if naked ” . The hazards , as described , would cause corrosion to the
metallic components and damaged to the non—matal lic ones. The majority of the parts

inside or outside the plane has to be protected by coat ing.

Afte r coating , the components are sheat hed with a layer of paints against which

the above mentioned hazard s , if present , would have to attack first. It is with

this spirit of self—sacrifice the paint always f ights on the front line. To improve

its f ight ing power , people have investigated , and pr oduced as well, many variety of

paints but have yet to come up with one which could sustain all the severe damag ing

effects the airplane encounters , the worst being the direct sun light.

After a rain fall it occasionally appears in the cleared blue sky a beautiful

rainbow which is composed of seven colors: red, orange , yellow, green , blue , and

purple. These seven colors constitute one part of the sunlight which is visible to
the naked eye . Besides , there are invisible radiation s as well , such as infra—red
and ultra—violet , which are not unfamiliar to us; the infra red is known to be
“heat ray ” due to its large thermal energy, while the ultra—violet ray could cause

the sk in tanned or even peeling off because of its strong chemical activity.

Constantly submerged in “sun bathe ” all year round the air plane , especially 
* 

-

flying in high altitude , is und er attac k by the strong sun beam. The infra-red

radiation will cause thermal damages to the paint layer due to excessive heat,

while the ultra—violet radiation , on the other hand , will creat disturbance due

to its active photo—chemical effects by penetrating into the layer and cause even
more damages. Their combined action will dest3! the structure of the paint , change
the color and frag ility , reduce strength and resiliency, increase strain with the

resultant effects of breakage , peeled-off , and the loss of its protective ability .
After being added to the paint the aluminum powder will appear as suspension in

the miztu r e forming continuous membranes which , like a mirro r , reflect off 75 per—
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cent of the visible light , 65 percent of the ultra—viiolet and most part of the
infra—red , and consequently, the damaging effects of the sunlight will be reduced .
The aluminum powder, served as additive , is able to increase the service life of

the paint and to help the aircraft achieving “long life ”.

Water Proof Armour

Water and moisture are considered to be another big enemies to the paint. The

infiltration of water and moisture is responsible for the following effects related

to paint : softening and expanding , rising bubbles , aging and reducing adhesion

power. The metallic parts, after making contact with water or moisture by way of

penetration , will become corroded , and y~e~—matallic parts will be damaged due to

expansion and deformation. The addition of aluminum powder to the paint amounts to

the formation of layers of scale—lik e “armour”; infiltration can only be accomplish-
ed in this substances by travelling around many densely distributed powder particles

along winding routes with increased distances , and, as a result , the paint becomes

less permeable. In amounts of 5 percent , the addition of aluminum powder decreases

the permeability by a factor of 2. Encounted by this aluminum “armour ” , wa)er and
moisture will have as much difficulties to infiltrate the paint layer as

C
~~~~~~~~7

the blue sky.

Indispensible Fighting Warrior

As far as the manufacturing of plane is concerned , the magnesum alloy is most *

“attractive”. It has a small specific gravity in the order of 1.7, high—strenth—

weight and stiffness—weight ratio, high degree of fatigue resistance and shock

resistance capable of large load, it offers excellent machinability. ~l1 these

advantages certainly stake it an indispensible material in the manufactur ing of

aircrafj s, with each plane having hundreds or even thousands of parts made of

magnes~~~~?!~ys.

The inagnesum alloy, however, is very “delicate”, has a very low resistance to

corrosion , especially in situations, such as in occean climate , where moisture and
salty fog are abundant. On the polished surface of a magnesum alloy components a

stain of dirt , metallic dust or even finger print could cause the corrosion quickly

taking place. See how “delicate” it is~
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Having such a weaR~ness , why is it still being used in large quantity in air-

planes?

The answer is that its advantages overcome its weakness. The key for ac-

complishing this is to~~event it by all means being contaminated. In addition to
the oxidation treatment , the magnesum alloy parts usually receive the application

of multiple sprayed coating for protection. To reduce the permeability, a certain

amount of aluminum powder is addtd to the rust proof primer. To further prevent

the corrosive factors due to electric potential arising from the contact between

the aluminum powder and the magnesum alloy components , the aluminum powder should
be applied to the second layer of the base coat.

Through the combined efforts made by the paint and aluminum powder , the

magnesum alloy components establish their ground of existance.

Against Waste

Many electroplated components are used in aircraft. They are plated with

metals like zinc , cadminum, tin, copper , nickel and chrominum, a process wasting

many precious metals. Electroplating is a technology of complexity consisting of

various procedures, it is time consuming and a waste of labor. The aluminum powder *

could play a role halping us to eleminate some of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
processes. 

*

Many airplane components of the fuel and lubrication system require electro-

plating with zinc , cadmium or tin for the protection to resist corrosion. It is not

difficult for iron and steel parts to be p (ated with these metals , but the same

process is proved to be much complicated for aluminum or magnesum alloy components.

By spraying aluminum powder paint , however , will eliminate the need of plating .

Besides , it is a comparatively simple operation M~~ 1i saving many valuable metals.

In amounts of 3 percent , the addition of aluminum powder to aldehyde based paint

will form a product which is petrolum chemical resistant , stable and heat—resistant

up to temperatur e range of 300 C , an accomplishment could not have been done by the
electroplated products mentioned above .

Eng ine components made of high-temperature steel alloy containing nickel ,
chromium , cobalt and other precious metals are mandatory because of their operati ons
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usually performed in a high temperature environment with extremely hot gases

acting on , under such conditions low temperature steel alloy would soon be corrod-

ed. Improvements can be made on low temperature steel alloy by electro-depositing

nicMe l and by combined treatment of some other processes , or alternatively , by

coating with heat—resistant paint with an effective temperature range from 250°C

to 300 C. This temp erature range can be further raised to 500’C if 10 percent of

aluminum powder is added to the epoxide polyamide heat-resistant paint. This is
possible, because under high temperature the infiltrated aluminum powder will

combine with the iron steel in the formulation of high temperature alloy. At

least part of , if not all , the savings of the precious metals has been accomplished

by the substitution of aluminum powder paint.

For the purpose of decoration, many interior components in airplane are

electroplated with chromium , prior to which they are plated with copper and nickel.

The surface must be polished many times before and during the electroplating

process. It is a very complicated operation , must it be done this way? Could it

be decorated by spraying a coat of non—suspension aluminum powder paint? Due to

its characteristics , the paint membranes present a resemb lance in appearance to a

haimnered impact design. It is very attractive in color and texture with finishing

roughness. It has the advantages of endurance , free of dust and ease of clean.

Reducing the work time and labor as well as the use of precious metals means a

tremendes cost savings. Its usefulness is both decorative and protective .

Special Functions

In airplane there are situations where light colored paints are preferred

to be applied to components on which primer has been coated. Due to the dark

colored primer , several layers of paints need to be sprayed with the resultant

increase in airplane weight. Because of its light color and strong coverage ability,

one application of paint containing aluminum powder is sufficientScover up the

primer, this means a total of two coatir?~s as compared to several coatin~s~of paint

without aluminu powder. In another situation where some parts are coated by the

same paints ~~~~~~~~ with the strong possibility of missing some spots during the

second coating. By adding the aluminum powder will eliminate the occ”~~~~ or this

event , thereby prevent the omission and improve the protective function of sprayedp~
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Progress has continuously been made in the usage of aluminum powder , it will
become even more so if advancement can be made on the process of ionization spray
plating using the agent of aluminum powder core covered by nickel outer shell. In
sumary, the aluminum powder has contributed a great deal to the aircraft industry ,
as small as it is , it can not be overlooked.

~~~ ~i 
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MODERATE SPEED FEED CRINDINr.

Chi—Kuang Yin

• 1~ew speed feed grind ing is a precision machining process of

high eff iciency,  a new technology developed on the basis of
conventional grinding.

The Development

Any comrade familiar with machining process will realize that grinding Is one
of the most important technology in machine manufacture which involves lathing,

milling, planing as well as grinding . Because of its achievements in producing

workpleces of accurate geometry and f ine surface roughness , grinding has always

been emp loyed in machine processing of metals. Due to its low efficiency, grinding

has been credited only for a small*~ amount of finish allowances. For machine pro-

cessing of components from basic forms to finished products requiring a large

amount of finish a l 1 owances , other types of machining operations — — — milling ,
planing and etc. ——— are usually called upon . Following the advancement of aero-

nautic industry, most recentl y extensive use of precision casting and forging base

materials has been mad e, among which are high—temperature alloys of excellent

hardness and toughness , however , a great deal of difficulties are often encountered

when these materials are machIn4e~ processed by conventional milling, plana~~.~#~and

broaching operations . Even with the use of ordinary grinding process , it is not

always possible to meet the standard of high precision and fine finish roughness

required for the workpieces.

In aeronautical turbo—engine , heat—resistant alloy casting base materials are

widely employed in the manufacturing of turbine blades which are large In quantity

and difficult to machine .

Tool wear is very serious when machine processing blades is performed by

traditional milling . To maintain the acceptable precision , it often requires sharp—

ening and repairing of the cutter after machining only one blade , it is indeed a

process of low efficiency.
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People have long been looking for a new technology with quaranteed precision
quality and improved efficiency in order to fulf i l  the ever increasing demands in
grinding . Moderate speed feed grinding is the new kind of technology in need , it

perform s deep cutting , the workpiece moves with the work stand along one direction

and feed s slowly across the grain wheel. Its full name perhap s should be called

“full depth moderate feed grinding ”, it is also known as “strength grind ing”, or ,

“creepy grind ing” .

Grinding Characteristics

Moderate speed feed grinding is a new technology developed on the basis of

conventional grinding , its major characteristics consist of deep cut , moderate

speed feed and strong cooling .

Deep Cut Grain wheel performs cutting at considerable depth , It is known

that the depth of cut for the ordinary grinding is in the range of several thou—

snadth of mm ( 1 mm = 10~~ meter ) to several hundredth of mm with a maximum not
more than a few tenth of mm, in the case of moderate speed feed grinding , it~ranges

from several mm to a few cm.

Moderate speed feed Work stand moves slowly • -

to feed at speed ranging from 10 mm to 300 mm per 
--

minute as compared to the back—and-forth speed of ~~-~: 
-

3 to 30 meter per minute for ordinary grind ing. 
*

The direction of motion can be seen in the 
- - 

-~~~

illustrated diagram ~~~
-

Strong Cooling To achieve effectiv e cooling

and clearance , large vol~ungof coolants under high

pressure must be supplied to workpiece and grain 
-

wheel. The grinding flu ids needed are in the amounts

of tens to several hundred s of liters under the pr4ire ranging from 3 kg to 20 kg

per cm
2
, In comparison , ordinary grind ing only needs a relatively small quantity

of fluids under a pre4ire not more than 1 kg/cm
2
.
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Advantages

Workpiece normally requiring a series of processes in milling , planing and

grinding to finish can now be accomplished by one or two operations of moderate

speed feed grinding with no need for preparation before machining . Comb ining

multiple procedures into one system In moderate speed feed grinding simp lifie s

machining process , with further advantages of reduced work turn around time,

less tool wear , lower production expenses and improved performing efficiency.

Since the moderate speed feed grinding has been in operation , machine processing

of turbine engine blade teeth , for example , can be done at one stroke instead of

several procedures prev iously required of milling , grind ing and other forms of

machining . -

Moderate speed feed grind ing is differentiated from ordinary grinding in that

it will not be influenced by surface effects ( oxidation film, casting thermal

shock, quench hardening, surface breakage etc. ) ,  and is capable of machining
heat—resistant alloys , a process difficult to perform by ordinary grinding. Corn—

pleting the whole machining process direct from base forms to finished products

at oiR stroke by grinding makes possible to decrease the finish allowances , to

minimize the base form dimensions and to reduce the consumption of metals.

During one grinding cycle only one or two contacts are made between grain

wheel and workpiece , while in the case of ordinary grinding process the occur~~W~~~~
’

of multiple contacts lead s to acceleration of wheel wear. Moderate speed feed

grinding enables the wheel to increase its service life and to maintain its

accurate forms, as a result , higher degrpe of d imensional precision and surface

sm~thness can be obtained . Its superio~~~~~s characterized by its performance on

contour surface as well as any surface with grooves. Its surface precision can

reach the value of 4 to 
~? 

( ip. = io~~ mm = io
_6 

m ), and its surface roughness
ranges from~~8 toV9.

Due to the collective efforts of the participated grains , moderate speed feed

grinding performs its operation as if it were composed of multip le cutting edges
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and blades. ( see fig. 1 ) Consequently, it can remove in unit time a large
amount of metals with a rate reaching as high as 340 kg I hr., with respect to

* machining efficiency it surpasses both the milling and planing processes , and in
terms of productivity it is 4 to 5 times large than that of the ordinary grind ing

operation. -

Suited for process control and automation , moderate speed feed grinding has

attracted large attentions from many nations . In the advancement of technology ,

its range of app lication has become ever increasing with bright future especially

in the field of aeronautical industry. It can be effectively employed , for in-

stance , in machining blades , ~~~~~~~~~~~ , and oil pump runners.

Basic Priciples

As mentioned above , there are differences between moderate speed feed grind ing

and ordinary grinding , consider the case to machine a . workpiece requiring f inish
allowances of 2 mm, it takes a total of 200 back—and—forth movements for grind ing

operated at a depth of cut of 0.01 mm, in comparison, moderate speed feed grind-

ing performed at full depth of cut requires only one feed operation.

Improvement of grind ing efficiency can be realized by operating the grain

wheel at increased depth of cut , but why is it necessary to lower the feed speed

of the work stand ? This is because grind ing involves contacts made on workpiece

by grain wheel through abi~asive grains, Each grain having sharp edges is like a

cutting blade. In its participation of metal machining process , each grain per-

forms like a cutting blade having both positive and negative rake angles (see fig .1).
Positioned on the rim of the wheel and rotating with it , the grains participate in
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the abrasive actions against the workpiece which constitutes the process of grind-

ing . It is obvious that all the metal chips removed in the process must be cleared

out of the cutting area , otherwise it will obstruct the grinding process .

grains -

• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A~~M~~~~~
chips chips or nary porous

- 
- 

storage cavity grain wheel grain wheel

There are spaces existing among the grains on the wheel as indicated in f ig.  2,
the relativ e spacing is subject to the variation of grain size , for example , among
the sized 36~ grains , the typical spacing is of the order of 1 mm3 . In the process
of grinding , the removed metal chips are piled up temporarity in these spaces

which are usually called “chips storage cavity”. After these spaces are filled ,

the grind ing efficiency will be reduced , furthermore , the large amount of heat

generated due to the friction between chips and workpiece will cause thermal

damages. In the grind ing process , therefore , there is one important principle

which must be observed~~~”~~~~~
’
~~~~otal volume of the removed chips should not

be greate
*
~T than the volume of the storage spaces. Such requirement is always

satisfied in ordinary grinding under the conditions of low cut , small quantity

of chips removed and short arc area of contact between wheel and workpiece . Moder-

ate speed feed grind ing is operated , on the other hand , at deep cut with enlarged

arc area of contact. As a result , each participated grain pro ad pr ctically a

farther distance and large amounts of chips are .aeeum - . onsequently, in

connection with deep cut , the work stand feed speed must be reduced at a rate

based on the considerations of elements such as grain size and structure in order

that “storage spaces” would not be over-stocked with chips . This is also the basic

principle as why~~oderate speed feed grind ing the work stand feed speed must be

decreased .
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Br ief Int r oduction To Moderate Speed Feed Grinder

Like other machining equipments , moderate speed feed grinder consists of two
basic types : the specialty grinder , equipped with process contro l and automation
for the purpose of improving production efficiency , which is designed for a special

kind of components or to perform a series of procedures on a specific part; and a
general purpose grinder which can be employed , because of its distinguished
generality, either as an ordinary grinder or as a moderate speed feed grinder .

Fig . 3 is a schematic diagram of moderate

speed feed grinder . In accordance with its

characteristics of deep cut and large -

quantity of chips removed , moderate *   -

speed feed grinder should have a ~
-.--- , ~. 

-

strong structure strength and be ~~~~~~
—   

-

equipped with high—power device . ~  
I

Generally speaking, the power should I -
- •

be proportional to stock removeJ. rate 9---- —-

and is in the range of 10 to 100 watts ,

furthermore , the rigidity and the 
Schematic diagram of moderate
speed feed grinder

dynamic equilibrium of the wheel - 
-

major axis must be strengthen/ed,,

Its work stand feed speed , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ of mm to hundred~s of mm per

minute , must be stable and adjii~~ably’~~epwise. -

Moderate speed feed grinder is customarily supplied with a cooling and clear—

ing system in which large volume and high—presaured streams of fluid s are forced

through between the wheel and wo~~piece, in addition to providing a thorough

cooling act ion it also f~ e e!!ectively chips out of~~~~~ cutting area. Methods

of ‘~wirl separa tion is widely used with satisfaction in purif icat ion and f i ltrat ion
of coolants.
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Other c~~~’erns related to moderate speed feed grinder are reliable protection

and l~~~~~~~~ices , guch as protective coye~s , which can be utilized in event~ of
coolants splashing and wheel breakage to prevent damage to equipment and injury to

surround ing personnel , Absolute production safty ought to be assured .

Soft—grade porous grain wheel is preferred . Wheel truing and dressing are

importa nt ,~ Lnks in the gr ind ing process , affecting both prod ictivity and machining

quality. To determine the best metho d in truing and dressing , elements must be

considered are: workpiece and its qualtity, machining requirement , the selection

Qi.%dquate devices using hard bronze alloys or diamond rolls.

Moderate speed feed grinding , after being tried ~~~~~~~~~~~ is expected to

meet the combined requirements , technical as well as economical, of high quality,

high efficiency and low cost. -

It has certainly achieved the liberation of thinking and a great victory in

production after the smashing of “gang of four”. Under the lead ship of Chairman

Hwa and the Party, our fellow countrymen are striving f or the four great goals of

modernization. As a new technology, moderate speed feed grinding will definitely

play a major role in the construction of a socialist society.
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AIR DEFENSE RADAR AND ANT I -RADAR IN THE MIDEAST WAR

Won g—P ing Tao

As far as weapons are concer ned , the fourth Mideast war engaged in October of

1973 can be regarde d as the confrontation between the two superpowers , the Soviet

Uni on and the Un i ted States of America , in a rma men ts of var ious  k inds  wi th the ex-
cep t io n of nuclear  wea pons , it is also considered to be the test ground of weapons

from tanks to aircr afts , and from ball i stic m i ssiles to raders as well as various

elec tronic equipments.

A l through the war itself lasted only about twen ty days , but i t was en gaged on
a lar ge scale , I nvolving some four thousands tanks and two thousands aircrafts from

both sides , there were approx i mately five hundre ds a irplance s shot down and two

thousands tanks damaged or captured. Most of the m issing planes of Egypt and Syria *

were los t in air battles while the los t co -i planes were shot down by surface—

to—air missiles and by anti—aircraft artillery. In or er to reak through the )
Egyptian air defense ballistic missiles system , the was forced i n the las t

ten days of war to employ the electro nic intelligence countermeasures and anti-radar

ballis tic missi l es . This article is to report and analyse the radars employed in

Egyp tian anti-a i rcraft weapon system and the anti -rada r measures used by Isrea l in

this Mideast war.

The Radar And Elec tronic System Of SA— 6 Ballistic Missiles

Durin g this Mideast war , the Egypt and Syria employed in their a i r defense

sys tem mostly the SA—2 , SA—3, SA— 6 and SA— 7 ballistic missiles made by the Soviet

Union , they also made use of rada r control quadruple —barrelled 23 mm anti-aircraft

artillery. SA—2 is a high alti tude surfa ce—to—air ballistic missile , SA— 3 is a

coun terpart at medium altitude , Sa-6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for intercep ting air-

planes at medium or low altitude , SA— 7 and quadruple—barrelled 23 nm ant i—a i rcraft

arti ll ery tare employed for close-in defense against dive bombers or low leve l planes . -~~
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Egy pt has built a surface-to—air ballistic missile launching ground on the west

coas t along Suez Canal , establishing a tight air—defense zone extended to 33 Km wide
and to a height of 15 Km above the ground , wi th the missiles mainl y consis t i n g of
SA—2 , SA— 3 and SA— 6. it was reported that , durin g the firs t week of the war , Isrea l
has los t seventy eight planes (mostly U.S. made F— Li and A— Li), almos t all of wh i ch

were shot down by SA— 6 , SA—7 and quadrupie -barre i led 23 m anti-a i rcraft artillery .

Isr eal was more experienced with regard to SA—2 and SA—3 ballistic missiles ,

relyin g on the use of electronic countermeasures and anti—radar ballistic miss isles .

Reports indicated that very few Isre a l i planes were shot down by SA—2 or SA-3.

Brief descri ption of SA— 6 ballistic missiles will be introduced here , wi th

emphasis on radar and elec tronic control system.

The sectio nal diagram of SA— 6 is shown in Fig. 1 , this missile is 6.2 m long

wi th a length —diameter ratio approching the va l ue of 19. Its cone shaped head has

the effect of reducing resistance . Two sets of cross shaped fins , si tua ted in  the )
midd l e and ta i l  sect ion , prov i de the necessary lift and act as device s for direction

control and balance adjustment. In th i si a~~~~~t ion , first is the semi—active

gu i d ance radar and fuse dev i ce, nex t is a con ta i n e r  housin g ‘+~) ~~~~ explos i ve
charge . The major components in the midsection are control and guidance electronic

sys tem, elec t r ic  source , fue l tank and ramjet engine . In the tail section , the

upper fin carries a streaml i ned antenna and on the tip of the l ower fin there is

ano ther antenna served as the comun i cation receiver. The missile weighs 55O-1cg-~,~9~
wi th an average speed of M = 2.5. -

j j~~~ ii/4)

1. fuse and semi—active guidance radar system

I 2. explos i ve charge

3. midsection control and guidance electron ic package

Li. fue l tank
5. ramj et engine —
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The good m o b i l i ty is a charac teristic of SA—6 ballis t i c  missile with respect

to i ts la un ch and con t rol gu idance sys tem , wh i ch consists of ei ght transport launch

vehicles (on each vehicle mount ed three missiles) and one command vehicle , as
pictured in Fig. 2. Installed on the comand vehicle there is target detection and

ide nt i f i c a t i on radar wh i ch is equ i pped wi th a r e f l ector surfac e an ten na of the
dimension 3.6 m long and 1.14 m hi gh. In the same vehicle there is second rada r

whose function is for target tracing and illumination , wi th i ts parabolo ida l
Casse grain antenna supported by a cylindrica l structure on the top of -the veh i cie ,

as i t can be seen in Fig. 2. The command vehicle and the launch vehicles are mounted

separately on a tracked armor carriers . .The carrier has a dimension of 6.8 m by

3.2 m and travels 1+5 I~~?i~~ one hour.

The antenna of the target detection and identification rada r can rotate around

a ver tica l axis and operates on two frequency bands in the search of targets. Opera t-

i n g a t a f r equency of 1+900—5000 MHz ~~~~~ search of target at a low altitude around

100 m , the search range is about 214 Kin. As the frequency of operation raised to 6450-

6750 MHz , the search ran ge w i l l  i ncrease to 1+O~~~~~
’
r low al itude target and to a

maximum of 80~~.~
’
~~r targe t in high altitude from 15 to 18~~~~

”
~he radar is eq uipped

wi th an i dentification device wh i ch sends coded pulse signals after the de tection

of a target , If the target is a “ f r i e n dly  “ one and is p resumably eq u i p ped wi th a
coun terpart device that detects the init i a l  radar signals and responds by transmit—

ting pulse signals also security coded back to the search radar , therob,~ the identi — -
fication can be es tablished as whether the target is friend or foe.

Figure 2. 

-

Figure 3.

-



Operated together with the SA— 6 system there is usually ano ther vehicle on
which mounted a warning and tracking radar , as shown in Fig . 3 , ope rating at two
frequencies : 810—850 and 850—900 MHz. It has two elliptical reflector antennas
with a surface area of 11 x 5.5 in

2
. The search range is approximately 250

a range accuracy of 90 m and altitud e accuracy of 0.5 degrees .

On the basis of foreign reports , the operating procedures of S~—6 system can be

summarized as follows : after the target is located by the warning and tracking

radar , preliminary data concerning its position , altitude and distance are trasmitted

to the detection and identification (D & I) radar. By measuring these data more

accurately and with the help of the identification device which establishes the

identity of the target as friend or foe , the D & I  radar will relay this information

to the target tracing and illumination (T & I) radar on the top of the command

vehicle. The T & I radar and its antenna will perform their function by tracing and

illuminating the target with pulsed or continuous waves, the frequency of operation

being 8 — 9 GHz. The process of tracing and illuminating makes possible for the

semi—activ e guidance device in the SA— 6 missile to make use of the electroma gnetic

radiation reflected back from the target.

As the target approaches within a certain range and direction , missile is

immediately launched by the SA—6 system , and at the mean time , based on the signals - 
-

sent by the transmitter in the missile tail section , the D & I radar on the command

vehicle starts to track the missile and to issue Instructions for correcting the

missile path if a difference is discovered that the missi~~and the target are not

aligned , it is necessary for both the D & I radar and T & I radar to supply syn-

chronizing information to the missile until the missile comes very close to the

target . The missile is continuously being mon~~~ed along most par t of its path ,

its semi—active homing guidance will become operational within the close range of

the target. Equipped with infra—red sensing device , the missile is able to home on

the target by tracing the infra—red radiated from the target when the radar is in—

effective due to jamming .

• According to published information , SA— 6 has the ability to counter jamming

and to trace the source of interference. It is accomplished by the interference - -
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prev ention device in the missile, capable of receiving signals in the broad frequency

range 100 MHz — 18 GHz.

In addistion , SA— 6 has a optical control system , manually operated or remote

controled through binoculars by a gr ound personnel , which can perform optical gui-

dance in the case of serious electronic interference.

SA— 7 And Quadruple—barrelled Anti—aircraft Artillery

The SA— 7 surface—to—air ballistic missile used by Egypt and Syria In the last

Mideast war is of two types : the carry—on—shoulder type and its modified model.

The modified version is mounted on a self—propelled tracked vehicle , with each

vehicle carring eight missiles. These eigh t missiles can be launched simultaneously

or in two groups , with four in~each group, ther eby increasing the accuracy of hit-

ting the target. Each vehicle is equipped with guidance radar whcih also provides

target tracing for the missile. The SA—7 homing device can operate in the infra—red

frequency range. By changing the wave length effectively, it can prevent the missile )
from hitting a decoy . Installed in the homing guidance system there is an infra—red

filter which can modulate the thermal radiation from the target , enabling the missile

to home on a target instead of a decoy. -

Pig. 4 shows the configuration of the 23 mm quadruple—barrelled anti—aircraft

artillery and a guidance radar , both mounted on a self—propelled tracked vehicle.

The frequency of operation f or this radar is 15.56 GHz , the antenna is of circular

form with a dimeter of 0.5 m and thickness of 0.46 m. It has a very accurat target

tracing ability because of the narrow frequency range . The artillery has a firing

rnage of 1220 m, a angle variation 0—85 degrees , and a capacity of firing 1000

rounds of ammunition per minute. The maximum search range is 15 Kin, while the max-

imum tracing range is 10 Km. Usually working together with another search radar

with larger search range, and before the active tracing is in operation it is under
the control of the other search radar .
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Dur ing  the M i d e a s t  War , in the b a t t l e  aga in s t  s u r f a c e — t o — a i r

b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e  launching s t a t i o n s ,
t ‘

~~~~~~ 7as very  much dependen t

on the use of e l e c t r o n i c  c o u n t e r m e a s u r e s  f o r  d e l i v e r y  of me ta l  fo i l ,

which were installed on both fighters and helicopters. Fl y ing over the

battle fields on mission of warning and guard , the helicopter could

also provide attack fighters with information concerning enemy missile

launching operation.

I s r e a l  a lso employed  in the war the “ s h r lk e ” , a r a d a r — h o m i n g

a n t i — r a d a r  b a l l i s t i c  m i s s i l e .  I t  was a p a s s i v e — h o m i n g  b a l l i s t i c

m i s s i l e , when i l l umina t ed  by enemy radar r a d i a t i o n , the a i r c r a f t  
-

-

would launch “shrike” which , guided by enemy radar wav e, started and

con t i nued  i t s  f l ig h t  homing at radar  antenna .

(~0

_ _ _  ~~ 
\; 

~L., _ _ _ a .~~~~

1.  e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c  wave r e c e iv e r  7 .  r o c k e t  engine

2 .  con t ro l  and gu idance  compute r  8 .  s t a b i l i t y  t a i l  f i n

3. e x p l o s i v e  charges  9 .  main f i n

4 .  f u s e  charge 10 .  shel l  head

5 .  f u s e  1 1 .  an tenna

6. f l i g h t  c o n t r o l  c o m p ar t m e n t
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The s c h e m e t i c a l  d i a g r a m s  of “ sh r ike ” is i l l u s t r a t e d  in F i g .  5 .
The electromagnetic wave receiver , as shown in the dia gram , is the

homing device of the missile. In order to dif f erentiate among various

electromagnetic waves transmitted by the enemy radar , it has been

equi pped with varied type of homing sense devices which amounts to 14

d i f f e r e n t  k inds , as re v e a l e d  by e l e c t r o n i c  s u r v e i l l a n c e  r e p o r t , one
of these devices b e s t  s u i t e d  f o r  c e r t a i n  enemy r a d a r  f r e q u e n c y  is
usually selected before launching.

For “shrike ” , there are eight different exp losive charges , six

d i f f e r e n t  c o n t r o l  c o m p o n e n t s , and t en  d i f f e r e n t  eng ines . T h e r e f o r e ,
it is of a “modula r ” structure , the only common components among its

different models are the tail and control fins.

It has a overall length of 305 cm , a diameter of 20 cm , a fin

span  of 92 cm and a t a i l  fin of 46 cm. I t s  w e i g h t  v a r i e s  among dif-

f e r e n t  m o d e l s , b e i n g  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  180~~~~~ I n c l u d i n g  2 0 .~~~~~lus of )
exp los ive  c h a r g e s .  I t s  s t r u c t u r e  c o n s i s t s  of fou r  c o m p o n e n t s :  the
guidance component with its pointed head , the explosive charge com-

partment , fin control component and rocket engine component. Its

maximum firing range is around 4O~~~~
r’

The homing device is devided into two parts: the receiver and

the computer , with its antenna cover made b y fiberg lass. Inside the

antenna cover lies the radar radiation receiver containing a si gnal

detection device which , after detecting the target electromagnetic

radiation , can perform measurements on the position and direction of

the target. The receiver is able to detect the enemy radar radiation

within a conic section with its surface line making a 30° angle with

respect to the missile fli ght path. The detectable wave frequency
es

rangi~.g f r o m  1560 to 5200 M H z .

The r e c e i v e r  c o n s i s t s  of four  d e t e c t o r s .  The f i r s t  one r e c e i v e s

waves f r o m  the t o p ,  the second one f rom the r i g h t , the t h i r d  and the
f o u r t h  one d e t e c ’  r a d i a t i o n s  f r o m  be low and f r o m  l e f t  r e s p e c t i v e l y.
M e a s u r e m e n t s  on wave s t r e n g t h  ar e  made , da ta  ob t a ined  are sent  to the
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c o m p u t e r .  A f t e r the  comp l e t i o n  of d a t a  p r o c e s s i n g ,  command  w i l l  be
s e n t  to  the  c o n t r o l  i n s t r u m e n t  to  d i r e c t  t h e  c o u r s e  of t h e  m i s s i le .

There is a rectangular antenna on each side , right and left , of

the computer , performing the adjustment to the timing of detonation.

The electronic wiring boards for the control of detonation are fixed

in the far back part of the control and guidance compartment.

Behind the coni~r-&L compartment is the space for the storage of

exp los ive  ch a r g e s  and i
~gnitiofl -mechanism , an arrangement similar to

ordinary bombs. For the creation of direct ional force in explosion ,

usuall y required for ballistic missile , the compartment containing

e x p l o s i v e s  is c o n e — s h a p e d  to i n c r e a s e  I t s  p e n e t r a t i o n  a b i l i t y .  The
compartment is 67 cm long and has a capacity load of 66 kg, iifs-te,ad

of explosive substances , it is sometimes filled with “white p hos—

phorus ” or “red phosphorus ”. In situation such that a few “shrike ”

are not sufficient for destroying a large radar site , missiles filled

with “p hosp horus ” are used for producing flame and smoke after hit-

ting the radar , making a visible target for other planes to attack.

Next to the charge compartment is the control section which

includes four operational fins , connected perpendicular to each other ,

operating under the command of the computer to control and maintain

the correct fli ght path of the missile.

Reports indicated that IorcaH armament supp lied by the United

States includes new homing devices which are adequate for attacking

Sa— 2 and SA— 3 missiles and their radar system. The “shrike ” anti—

radar  m i s s i l e s , h o w e v e r , are not  very effectiv,.~ to co’e with the SA— 6
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~
. e-

and SA— 7 radar systems. This is because the T~~ .o.al and American mili-

t a ry  a u t h o r i t i e s  !a i led  to d e t e c t  the o p e r a t i o n a l  p r o c e d u r e s  w i t h

hig her operting frequencies adopted by SA— 6 and SA—7 radar systems.
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Electronic Countermeasures In Mideast War

fc~rce suffered heavy loss in the first week of the

Mideast War , within the first two days as many as ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
planes have been shot down by Egyptian and Syrian surface—to—air bal-

listic missiles. Soon after the war broke out ,~T~~~~t~(iscovered the

following facts:

(1) It was a difficult t a sk  in d e a l i n g  w i t h  S A — 6  b a l l i s t i c  mis-
siles. The SA— 6 radar system , which had the capability of transmitting

five different sets of signals , proved to be more comp licated than

~~~~gf~~those formerly detected by electronic surveillance system. i. also

found that this was a system for which measurements and analyses had

y e t  to be made  and w i t h  w h i c h  t h e y  had  no e l e c t r o n i c  c o u n t e r m e a s u r e s
and tactics to cope.

( 2 )  The t e c h n i que f o r  j amming SA — 7 i n f r a — r e d  s ens ing  dev i ce  was
not effective. 

-

(3) SA—7 radar o erated at a very high frequency of 15.56 GHz , )
w h i c h  t h e  a g g r e s s o r  and her  Amer i can  s u p p o r t e r  had no means  to
work against. The ALR—45 broad range non—search reconnaissance receiver,
also supplied by the United States , operated in a frequency range

c o v e r i n g  on ly  2 — 14 .5  GHz and , t h e r e f o~~, was unab le  to d e t e c t  the
SA— 7 radar signals. No facility was ava*p able to perform brute force

j a m m i n g .

‘~21A. ~~~~~~/
In the  f i r s t  week of t h e  war , r i a~l~ a i r c r a f t  r e l i e d  c h i e f l y

upon  d r o p p i n g  p i e c e s  of m e t a l  f o i l  for protection against radar—

c o n t r o l l e d  m i s s i l e  a t t a c k .  W i t h  no specia l  d e v i c e  f o r  d r o p p i n g  m e t a l
f o i l , the  p l anes  had  to s t o r e  m e t a l  f o i l  insisde aileron
pane l  wh ich  cou ld  be opened  when r e l e a s i n g  m e t a l  f o i l .

In the  l a s t  two w eeks  of t h e  war , 1-araa-l made use of American

s u p p l y  py lon pods , attached under the wings , which had the- capacity

for delivery of 125 Kg aluminum foil or glass foil coated with metal.

To cope with SA—7 ballistic missile , Isreal also employed flare bomb s

l a u n c h e d  f r o m  py lon  p o d s .
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VIBRATION AND COMPUTER

N. H. Hon P. C’,. Fu
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What is vibration? It is simply one type of high frequency oscil- )
l a t i on , failure to eliminate vibration will cause damage or even di s-
integration to the airplane structure. Therefore , the appearance of
this phenomenon immediately attracted the attention of many people.

Especially today , due to many possible appli cations of air vehicl es ,
the requirements for better funct ion become more demanding ; it perhaps

can be said tha t how to solve the vibration problem in a reasonable
and effective manner is a key factor in the design of air vehicles. 

—

There are many kinds of vibrations in air vehicles which include :

wing bending -- torsion vibra tion , win g ben din g (or deforma tion) - -

con tr ol surface  ro tation vibr at ion , fuselage bending (or torsion) - -

tai l  v ibra tion , fuselage -- t a i l  - -  control surface vibration etc. In

the ear l ie r  period , due to the l imi tation in technology and scien ti f i c
knwoledge , people could onl y est ima te the vibra tion cr it ical veloci ty
based on simple semi-empirical formula , or describe conservatively the
requiremen ts concerning r~~ idi ty and hardness for some important corn-

ponen t s ( fo r  ins t ance , the s t3 t i c  deformation of wings or wing t ips ,
static twis t an g le of con trol surface and vibra tion frequency ra t io)
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in order to prevent the occura-n~ce of v ibra t ion  in f l igh t . Now these
me thods apparen tly can no lon ger sa t i s fy  the requiremen ts in the
dev€lopment of modern air vehicles. In the advancement of theoretical

aerodynamics , struc ture vibration theory and related mathematics , the

mathematical model of vibration has been continously modified , for-
mulating a complete system of vibration theory . Due to its complexity,

if the computations were performed manually (e.g., by desk calculator),

it would not only take many man-hours of labor but  also g ive m a  curate
answe r which could not meet the requirements suitab~~~’for  the -

ment of modern air vehicles. Recently, the appearance of high-speed and

large memory computer makes possible the - computations of vibration

theore t i ca l  prob lems , i t  f u r t h e r  provides a powerful  new tool proved
to be extremely useful in the investigation of vibration problems and

in the rapid advancement of air vehicles.

Theoretical Calculations On Vibration

The entire process from proposal of the ‘~~e~-4~~ e to completion

of design re quires ve r i f i cat ion in all respects- ., inc luding feasibility
studies of the plan . Generally speaking, there are three al terna t ives
to the solutions of the vibration problem : 1. theoretical calculations

on vibration , 2. wind tunnel test of vibra tion mod els , 3. free flight

test of air vehicles. In the initial design stage , it is impossible

to perform free flight test and is very difficult to conduc t wind tunnel

tes t of vibra t ion models , as a resul t of numerous type of vibra t ions
it would be practically impossible to make various vibrations models

within a short period of time in order to test each and every one of

them , the only alternative is the theoretical calculations on vibration

which can approximate ly  and t imly  provide air  vehicle  w i t h  i ts  char-
acteristics. It can be seen that the theoretical calsulations on vi-

- : bration can make definite contributions in shortening the time span

of veh ic le  design.
4

After the air vehicle preliminary plan is drafted , de termina tions
can be made concerning external configtrations , stress structure ar-

-: rangeinents and combina t ion of conponents , and calcula tion s can be pro-

- - .
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ceeded in the area of rigidity and vibration. When requirements in

thes e two respec ts are met , indica tin g the plan is feas ib le  and no ma jor
mod i f ica t ion is needed , i t can now proceed to the des ign of par ts and
componen ts. After the comb ination of corn onçnt and mass distribution

are decided , more accura te ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and system vibra-

tion char acteristics can be ob tained , impr oving the over al l precis ion
of the calculations . If the vibration critical velocity under certain

circums tance s is discovered to be close or smaller than the expected

value , corr ection can be achieved throu gh mod i f i ca tion (fo r example ,
changing the system mass distribution or rigidity distribution etc.)

in order to raise  it s value to the required standard.  In the case of
- - unsa tisf ied design , the theore tical calcul at ions of vibra t ion can

serve as a guidanc e in the modif ica tion of plan , it can assist the

de s ign re aching its expected functional capabilities and can provide
save guard to the air  vehic les for the preven tion of vibra tion.

Flow Char t of Vibra tion Calcula tions

For the presen t t ime , there are many me thods in the vibra tion
calcula tions using the computers. They can compute the vibration

critical velocity for a single component as well as provide solutions

to the vibra tion probl ems for the combined sys tem.

In the calculations of vibration velocity and frequency, it is
usual ly  c ar r i ed  ou t by f i r s t wri t ing programs based on f low char t s ,
wi th computations performed on computers.

• The computation procedurec consist of: 1. after the preliminary
~fi,,4z

plan was de termined , theF~~~—’—-~
’ coe f f i c i en ts w il l he ca lcu la t ed based

on stress struc ture arran gemen ts and comb ina tion of componen ts , 2. to

inpu t the p re l imina ry  es t ima tes of mass dis tr ibu t ion and to ob tain sys-
tem vibration characteristics (system harmonic vibration frequencies

— 

and vibration modes) , 3. to design the control coordinates of reference

on wings surf ace , 4. to obtain vibration aerodynamics based on wings

geometric parameters , Mach number and damping f requencies , and 5. to

- - 
calculate vibration critical velocity and frequency by solvin g the
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vibration equations based on input parameters and the results obtained

from previous procedures.

Because of its overall considerations under different combination

condi tions and its ab i l i ty to ob tain solu tions with less t ime , theore-
tical calculations on vibration has occupied a very important position

wi th  wide appl ica t ion  in the design of air  veh ic les .  I t  has shor tcomings
and l imi tation s, however. It is valid only under certain conditions
beyond which its results would become less dependable , in the deter-

min at ion of its ma thema tical models , consid era tions are f ocused on the
major factors infleuenci.ng the vibration characteristics , without taking

properly other accidental elements into account . The correctness of
the theory must consequently rely on practice. In order to quarantee

the fli ght safty, model wind tunnel test of key comp~
’ents and their

combinations must heaarried out and , when condi tions permi t, fr ee
f l i g h t  test is necessarily needed.

~~~e1. to obtain —~ \ coerficient~2.  to obta in  the v ib ra t ion  cha rac te r i s t i c  of the system
3. to design control coordinates of reference
4 .  to obtain aerodynamic factors of vibration
5. to solve vibration equations
6. to obtain vibration critical velocity and frequency
7. stress structure arrangement
8. combination of components
9. control coordiantes of reference
10. geometric parameters
11. mass dis tribu tion
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A WITNESS OF THE CRASH OF A - b

H .  B. Wang

This a r t i c l e  describes the crash of US A - b
close-support  a t tack  a i r c r a f t  at the 32nd
Par is  air  show on June 3, 1977.

June 3 of last year was the opening day of thd 32nd Par i s  a i r  show .
On the day, a large crowd gathered at Le Bourget airport near Paris.

Commercial  l e a f l e t s  and pamphlets  were d i s t r i bu t ed  among - the crowd , there
were var ious  kinds of a i r c r a f t s  parked on the exh ib i t ion  ground , mixe d
wi th  the noisy background , all of a sudden a sound of explosion was
heard.

On the side of the airpor t, the f lei ght demons tra t ion has been per-
formed since 9 a m ., the next scheduled one will be the flight demon-

stration of the single seat transonic close-support attack aircraft A- b ,

newl y des igned and developed by the Fa i rch i ld  Republic of the Uni ted
Sta tes .

A - b  was test  p i lo ted  by Nels on , Fa i rch i ld  direc tor of f l i ght op-
ra t ions .  He has accumulated more than ten thousands hours of f l i ght
t ime since the second World War , inc lud ing  two thousands -and f ive  hun-
dreds hours of test piloting P-Si , F-80 , F- bOO , F-102 and F-106. He

pilo t ed the t es t f l i g h t of A - b for  t he f i r s t t ime in May , 19 72 and
comple ted the whole opera tion af ter spendin g more than f ive hundreds
hours in actuf ta l  f l i g h t . Therefore , he was considered to be wel l  fami-
liar with the A-b .

According to the schedule , the f l y i n g  demonst ra t ion  of A - b  s ta r ted
at 3:08 pin . The weather was bad wi th  low level of clouds . Nelson f lew
along the No.  3 runway a f t e r  t a k e - o f f  and , at a~ a 1titude of 50 in , corn-
pleted the first loop operation. Immediately the plane entered the next

loop , diving with a high sink rate toward the ground. The audience were

a l l  surprised to see the plane did not reverse its direction until it



almost hit the ground , by then the plane has already been very close
to the groun d wi th lar ge veloci ty,  reaching a position too bow for

recovery . Consequently ,  i t st ruck the ground near the runway tail
first in a nope-high a7titude . The tail broke apart immediately aft

of the cock~~~~ the a i rcraf t had su f f i c i en t fo rward speed to f ly  on
for more than bOO in before again hitting the ground . After the cockI~~
separa ted from the rest of the fuselage , it rol led inver ted and skid-
ded , partially disintegrating . The wings and fuselage cartwheeled and
burned , bu t excep t for one en g ine narcel le , remained intact. Fire
brode ou t on ini tial impac t , apparen tly from a rup ture~3 fuel line
under the fuselage just aft of the wing. There was a secondary ex-

plosion , apparent ly  fue l from the wing tanks , af ter the second impac t
of the airplane .

Shocked by this even t, the audience were running toward the scene ,
f i r e  and engineering trucks , ambulances , and command vehicles all
arried at the scene shortly after the crash. Although rescuted from

the wreckage , Nelson died on his way in a helicopter to the hospital )
as a resul t of injuries sustained in the crash.

1. first loop 3. recovery from divin g

2. second loop 4. cartwheel-

5 .  sink
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The crash of A-b was a great astonishment Øtoall the nations

participated in the air show , for which f la gs were lowered h a l f  for the
remaining show , and was broadcasted in the evening news by P rench TV
stations.

The crash was the first for the A-lO . Since it happened in a

pub l ic air show , it had a grea t impac t t o U SAF and , in p a r t i c u l a r , to
Fai rchi ld  which did the research and development work . The US Trans-
portation Secretary Adams was qt~ted as saying “ the crash of A -l~)
gr i e fed  me deeply “

, and ins t ruc ted  that US p i l o t s  should pay special
a t t e n t i o n  to i rements  and should not f l y  too low in order to
prevent from repeating any similar event. Scheduled flying demon-
stration for a second A-bO was cancelled , the plane has been parked
on the exhibition ground throughout the remaining show.

On the next day a f t e r  the crash , a special  team was sen t by the
USAF to investigate. It was reported by this team that the flight pro-

f i l e  being performed by the ai rcraf t did no t d i f f e r  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  from
that filed with the approved by the French , al though it had been niodi-
fied from the demonstration performed earlier during pre-show demon-

strations. No mention was made regarding possible1~~~~~~~~~-~ã~~ure.
I 

~~~ It was concluded in the report : after completed one loop and entered

a second loop , the plane was only  in n o s e - h i g h  wi th  a large sink rate
due to the action of inertia , causing the ta i l  making con tac ts with the
ground. In addition , the report indicated that there was a period im-

mediately prior to first impact when the airèraft ’s sink ra te and al-
titude were such that sucessfub ejection would have been impossible ,
a successful one would have been possible , howeve r , for several seconds
immedia tely af ter the ini tial impac t had the pi lot been capable of
ac tiva t ing the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ unfor~~~iately, Nelson failed in doing so.

The repor t, after investigation was made , seemed to establ ish
that th~~rash was basically due to the failure of the pilot in follow-

ing the strict regulations , which made the US calmed down considerably.

Investigation team further notified USAF that there was no apparent

reason to pull the aircraft out of the show and the Defense Department
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off ered to supply pilo ts if Fa i rch i ld  would con t inue f l i ght demons tra t ions
at the show , but the company declined.

In addi t ion to the par ticipa t ion of Par is  a i r  show , as revealed

by repor t , the A-lO would be visiting USAF , U. S. Army , Wes t German Luf t-
w a f f e , Dutch ,~ir Force and British Royal Air Force bases in Europe in
the first concerted sales effort for the aircraft . The tour was modified

sli gh tl y ,  because the ori g inal plan cal led for two a i rcraf t to work
together  in demons tra t ions to show tac tics devised for two aircraf t in
anti-tank work. in order to maintain the good name of the plane and to

minimize the impact due to the crash. The financial boss for the company

was recoverable , however , in an effort for expanding the world market ,

the l i fe of an experienced pilo t has been sacr i f iced  in ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
high priced of blood.

I :



CLOSE—SUPPORT AIRCRAFT --- A- 1O

K. S.  Liu

1 A pearanCe

Sinc e the demolition of the fa i ry tale of American “air  supe r iority ” in the
Vietnam war , the design concept of multi :function aircrafts has gradually been

a ba ndoned , emphasis is begining to be focused on the development of aircrafts

suitable for one unique task. Since 1 966 the United States Air Force has initiated

an A—X programme , proposing to develop close—support aircraft capable of peneprat—

ing enemy defense and attacking directly small moving targets . In April of 1967,

the USAF anounced the bidding for contracts , and i n March of 1 970 Northrop and

Fa i rchild were selected as the two companies that were each to build two proto-

type for deve l opment test and eva l uation in comp et iti~~~~~~rthrop ’s prototype was

desi gnated as A— 9 and Fa i rchild ’ s as A— 1O. The~~~~~fit-4-en t~~~
’place in 1972 , f rom

Oc tober to December , including a tota l of 284 hours of flight time . It was anounced

i n Janua ry , 1973 by the USAF that the A— b had been selected as the winner , wh i ch
concluded the the two companies. Northrop has failed and was

ordered to discontinue the de~opment of A-9, Fa i r c h i l d  has won the cont rac t for
the developme nt tes t and eva l uation of A -lO wh i ch took a total of eigh t to nine

years to complete. The production of A-lO began in 1975 and in Ma rch of 1977 a tota l

of 20 production A— l Os has been delivered for operation. It is believed tha t in

1980 ’s the A- l Os wi l l  become the major air— to— groun 4attack force in the USAF .

Funct ion

A— b is a si ngle—seat transonic close—support aircraft , primarily for attacking

movin g tar gets on the gro und , such as tanks , and for this reason t was nam ed “tank
bomb”. I t s appearance is a product of a rmament expansion and the confron tation

between the two superpowers of Soviet Union and USA . It was reported by foreign

publication that, as far as des i gn concept and operational test are concerned , the

major objective in the design of A— lO was focused on Soviet Europea n armor troops

wh i ch were well protected by strong anti-a i rcraft capabilities . Equipped with
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GAU-8/A gun system~ ,which has a hi gh degree of accuracy and low rate of failure

(failu re occu £o1(ly once for an average of 17, 000 rounds of ammunition fired),

the A—l O was found during flight test to be very effective in at tacking tanks or

any armored veh i c l e s , for exa mp le , one report indica ted tha t if took only 2 seconds

to destroy a Sov i et made 1— 62 tank . In order to i ncrea se its firing power , A— b has

employed bombs or missiles using uranium by product as their explosives , wh i ch hav e
the capabilities for penetrating any Soviet ma de tanks . After learning some lessons

i n the M i d eas t Oc tobe r war , A -lO has equipped with new electronic coun termeasure

devices wh i ch are better qualified aga i nst severa l standard air defense weapons

usually emp l oyed by the Soviet armored troops such as SA-6 , SA— 7 surface— to-air

ballis tic missiles and the radar contro l quadrup l e—barre l 23 mm anti—aircraft

artillery moun ted on a tank. In one comba t mi ssion , A- b could have the capability

of des troying 11 tanks . In the confrontation between the Soviet Union and the USA ,

Europe is s t i l l  considered to be the center area in wh i ch , as reported by a French

newspaper , the Warsai~ Trea ty group has a military force invo lving 2,300 tanks , and

the NATO has only 1 ,100 tanks . To improve this situation , the Uni ted S ta tes has
been trying to supply Western Europe with A— b units for strengthening the anti-

tank tactica l air forces. It is , therefore , natura l to assume tha t A— T O is favordd

by the American military authority . Chief—of—Staff General B rown has said : “ As
far  as Uni ted S-ta-ted Sta tes A i r  Force is conce rn ed , the A— l Os , F-15s a nd E— 3As will

be the major components of the tactica l air force in 1980 ’s “. What we have seen

here is a profile of detente in appearance but armament expansion in reality between

the Soviet Union and the USA .

~iajor functions of A—lO
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As a cl ose-support aircraft , A—l a is not limi ted in its a b i l i t y  to attack tanks ,

it can be used for supporting ground troops , for attacking artillery and other de—

fense lve equipmen ts it also has the capability for destroy i ng ground commanding

structure and communication or transportation center. (see Fig. 1)

Based on the above—mentioned functions , the USAF has listed the following design

requirements for A— b aircraft short distance for take—off , quick response , ease

maintenance , strong firing power , high rate of surviva l and suitable for use in

forward airstri p.

Charac ter is t ics

The comment “ A— b is an unconventionally built aircraft “ , made in September

of last year by the West Germany journa l ( Federal Republic Nationa l Defense ) , is

indeed a correct statement. It has a ve ry strang e
1
buter confi guration . A pair of

trapezoida l wings are installed right in the middle of the plane , with the outer

panel slightly curved upward. Two TF34—GE— b 0O turbofan eng i nes , enclosed in separate

pods , each pybon—mou ri ~ d to the uppe r rear fuselage at a point approximately midway

be tween the wink f-,-r~~~dges and the tailplane leading-edges , form a u r~iue eye-
catching appearance . Each engine can provide a thrust of 4,175 Kg. This configuration

allow s able space under the fuselage and wings for the storage of land i ng gear and
-ç

var i ous wea pons, and prevents unwanted substances entering the engine.

The tail unit consists of twin fins and interchangeable rudders mounted at the

tips of constant—chord tai lp l ane . Again it is an “ unconventional “ symbol.

-i
Ano ther point of inte rest about A— b is that it has many stores py lons , a tota l

of 11 them. They a l l o w  carriage of a wide range of stores , including general—purpose

bombs , rocke ts , re tarded bombs , air—to—ground ballistic missiles and self—defense

air— to—air bal l i s t i c  missiles . The maximum externa l losd can reach 7,200 Kg.

Besides the above—mentioned characteristics , ther e are no more fea tur es wor th
men tion i ng except perhaps the following : a single-sea t enclosed cockpit , a GAU— 8/A

30 mm seven-barre l cannon (capable for firing 2000 - 4000 rounds of ammunitions per

m m .),  and a retractable t r i cyc le  landing gear.
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Data

Wing span 16.76 m

Length overall 16.25 m

Hei ght overall 4.47 m

Win gs are a 45.34 m

Maximum T - 0 (take off) weight 20206 Kg

Empty we i ght 8520 Kg

Max. fuel capacity 4830 Kg

Externa l loading (weapons) 7250 Kg

Max. horizo nta l speed 740 Km/hr

Cr uising speed (at sea level) 555 Km/hr

Max. climb 9144—11000 m

Close—support combat radius 460 Km( 2 hrs i n  target area )
REconnaissance radiu s 750 Km

Close air sup port and escort 484 Km( 12 h rs id l e ) e
1— 0 distance at max 1—0 wright (sea l eve l I32~~) 1160 m

1—0 dis tance at forward airstrip weight (13.6 ton) 3379rn

Landin g distance at max T—0 wei ght (32°C) 61+0 m

Landing distance at forward airstrip weight 325 m

9O~~~
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AIRCRAFT INTAKE DUCT ( I )

Basic Knowledge Lecture H. S. Chao

Intake duct is one of the important components in jet p lanes.
It has a decisive inf luence on the performance of a i rcraf t , espe-
cially on modern high—velocity p lanes its ef fec t  is quite evi~ ?nt .

Thus , the design of intake duct has become an important branch in
the overall design of aircrafts.  In this journal , introduction to

the basic.knowledge of intake duct will be presented in this and

the subsequent pub lications. We will discuss here its function and

the problem concerning the recoverage of the total pressure...

The Function of Intake Duct

In jet airp lane there is always an intake duct. Which part of the plane may be
considered as intake duct? Let ’s take a look at Fig. 1, which is “MIG — 25” . That
was same type of p lane one of which was piloted by Soviet Far East Air Force bieu—

tenant who escaped from his country on September 6 , 1976 under the
protest to the ruling of Soviet revisionist reactionary group. Its maximum f-~~ght

~~ J 
R1. ~ ~~~~~~~~

M I ~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ 4c~ <~ CkJL- k

1

flight velocity is approximately 2.8 times the velocity of sound. Those two rectan—

gular area on both sides of the plane are intake ducts~ as can be seen in Fig. 1,

they occupy a considerable space . In Fig. 2, it illustrates the duct form installed

in subsonic or transonic aircrafts. It has a simple form , shaped as a tube , through
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which air stream passes into the engine. Fig. 3 i~ a supersonic plane intake duct.

It contains a conic section, also known as compress surface or central part, ex-

tended beyond the entrance openning. The supersonic air stream, after making con-

tacts with the central part, will be induced into the creation of shock waves.

Subsequently, the velocity of the slip—stream will be decreased from supersonic to

subsonic, and at the same time, the static pressure will be gradually increased.
Since it is connected to the engine, the passage from the entrance of the duct

( or the tip of the central part ) to the entrance of the engine is called intake

duct.

Why must there be an intake duct in jet plane? It is related to the principle

of producing thrust in the jet turbine. To state it simply, the thrust is produced

when air stream entering the turbine is first accelerated then followed by discharge

at high velocities with a resultant reactive forces acting on the turbine. The basic

function of the intake duct, theref ore, is to supply the turbine with sufficient air.
This is just like people need food, people tend to be more vigorous after eating.

To the turbine air is ~~~~~~ duct is “mouth” and “throat”, It requires air in the
amount of 65 Kg per second ( every kg thrust produced requiring 16.25 kg of air )

for a jet turbine generating thrust of 4 kg operated on ground. For a piston engine

of 1600 HP operated under similar conditions only less than 2 kg of air per second

is needed ( it amounts to 1.25 kg for every 1000 HP ). Compare to piston engine,
jet turbine certainly has a voracious appetite.

Since the function of intake duct is to supply the turbine with air, further-

more, the thrust produced is proportional to the quantity of air it provides, would
it then be more advantageous to have a duct designed carelessly and be made as

large as possible? The answer is no~ The slip—stream velocity at the exit of the
duct ( or the entrance to the turbine ) is dictated by the turbine and its operation,

having a rather low value about 0.3 — 0.6 of sound velocity at the entrance to the

turbine ( much less than the flight velocity, especilly for supersonic plane ).
This means it is necessary for the duct to effectively ( i.e. to maintain a large
volume of air ) decrease the velocity of the air , and to allow a large quantity of
air flowing into the turbine. To this end, there is no other way but to raise the
air density by compression to insure that sufficient supply of air can be provided
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to the turbine, Move specifi~aLty, the function of intake duct is to effectively

decrease the air stream, velocity and to increase its compression. In brief it is

referred to velocity reduction and presaure increase.

Associated with this velocity reduction and pressur e increase, there is an
interesting phenomenon: in a supersonic plane, most part of the thrust produced
by the power installation ( including intake duct, turbine and nozzle ) is
“generated” in the intake duct , with the smaller remaining part came from the
turbine itself. This point is illustrated,

as an example, in Fig. 4. When a supersonic

plane with Mach number 3 is flying at

maximum velocity, the production of 
(~~~ t *4~~( ~~~4 ~-t~. ”

thrust can be div ided into three _______ 
4

parts 17 6 7 is from the turbine, 
________ 

~~~~~~~~ ~
.

28.4 Z is from the nozzle and 
____ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

y~~~ I4
the remaining 54 % is derived ‘~~“ -—~~
from intake duct. Due to its 

~~~~~~~

thrust “production”, the intake ~~ ‘~ 

~~~~

duct has occupied a signif icant — ‘
place in high velocity aircraft. Fig. 4 the distribution of thrust

Of course, we should not be in airplane
misled by this particular
example to doubt the turbine function. Turbine is the hear t of a plane, without
which no thrust can be produced, and the intake duct, under such conditions, is
more like a “dead end street” generating resistance instead of thrust . It is only
through the turbine the intake duct cam perform its function, they complement
each other.

The Recovery Of Total Pressure In Intake Duct

As we known, at each point J.n air strea* the pressure , velocity and temper—
atuze are generally varied . Imagine there were a friction—free duct ( existing
only in an ideal situation but not in reality ) through which air stream is guided
into a very large container without generating any shock waves, then the terminal

~~~~~
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velocity of the streau~ is decreased to zero and the air pressure inside the con-
tainer La equivalent ot the total pressure at the starting point of the stream.
The magnitude of this total pressure is manifested at the smae point as a total

mechaflical energy ( the energy which can be converted into work ) of the air

stream. In the process of passing from the intake duct to the entrance of turbine,

the supersonic air stream suffers from frictions existing between the stream and

duct walls as well as among the stream itself , and in supersonic plane the stream
is subjected to additional obstruction of shock waves with temperature increase
as a result . All these factors will cause energy transformation, with part of

the mechanical energy converted into thermal energy. Since heat is not usable as

a direct source of work, only by means of heat engine can part of the thermal
energy be converted into mechanical energy ( i.e., useful work ). The remaining

larger part of the energy is wasted. As a consequence, the total mechanical energy
of the air stream passing through the intake duct is definitely lower than its

original value and the loss in total pressure is inevitable. To manifest the
magnitude of this loss, it is usually expressed in terms of a ratio between two
values of total pressure, one at the entrance of the turbine ( or the exit of the
duct ) to the other one at the entrance of the duct. It is customarily referred
to the recovery coefficient of total pressure , or briefly the total pressure
recovery value.

The total pressure recovery value i~ a parameter characterizing the function
of intake duct , a significant factor in the sesign of aircraft. A poorly-designed
intake duct will result in large loss in total pressure , which means a small total
pressure recovery value. This will not only increase its own resistance and reduce
its thrust in the duct , but also will eff ect the production of thrust in the turbine
and in nozzle. It amounts to a double efforts with only half accomplishment.
Normally, I Z loss in total pressure leads to at least 1.25 2 reduction in thrust
generated by the plane . According to thi . ratio , a 50 2 loss in total pressure
will have the effect that a plane can only generate 3,750 kg of thrust instead of
10,000 kg of thrust it ii capable of prod ucing.

Sinc, the total pres sure loss could hay, such a decisive influence on the
thrust production , the question naturall y ari se. as how to minimiz, this loss and
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increase the tQtal pressure recovery value? One way to accomplish thia is to reduce
the f riction between air stream and duct walls or ~~~~~~~~atveam itself by surface
control or by making the duct as smooth as posèible. On the other hand, as far as
supersonic plane is concerned, the major cause for the loss in total pressure is
due to the shock waves. The occurance of such waves is inevitable f or a plane

f lying at supersonic speed. The only alternative seems to be the reduction of

shock waves, which depends on the geofrmetry of the physical object in addition to

the velocities. As indicated in Fig. 2 , the principal shock waves will be pro-
duced whenever the duct velocity exceeds the velocity of sound , and these principal
waves usually cause large pressure loss. If a central part ( or inclined board )

is employed, as illustrated in Fig. 3, then two or more oblique shock waves will
be generated, causing less pressure loss. This is why the intake duct is constructed

differently in two different cases. This is also the primary arrangement for in-
creasing the total pressure recovery value in a supersonic aircraft.
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The Trend For Moder n Ground —b ased  AIr D e f e n s e  Sys tem

Since the Mideast War , the modern ground—based anti—aircraft wea-

pons and radar system seemed to be developed following the trend :

(1) anti—aircraft weapons are composed mainly of surface—to—air

ballistic missiles mounted on tracked vehicles with high mobility,

an ti—aircraft artillery being used for low altitude flying targets.

Heavy ar til le ry  Is no lon ger cons idered to be use fu l , for it can not
reach any airplane at an altitude above ten thousands meters , nor is

it effective against supersonic aircraft or low altitude target be-

cause of its low mobility. It is now popular to employ small sized ,

ranging from 20 to 40 mm , high speed firing anti—aircraft artillery,

usually four or six barrelled. Operated in conjunction with control

ins trumen t and radar , this three—in—one set is generally mounted on
a tracked vehicle.

(2)  To preven t In te r f e r e n c e  f r o m  objec ts on the ground , the radar
system of surface—to—air ballistic missile or anti—aircraft artillery

has widely employed pulse Doppler system . To prevent from jamming, it

is operatin g at new frequency range with switching and, anti—jamming

ab ility . The capability of protection for interference from ground

sbjec ts and prevention from enemy jamming is the major consideration

in the development and installation of a modern air defense system.

To ensure that the air defense system would not be in a state of col-

lapse at any time because of interference or jamming, modern radar

has made us e of laser , infra—red , TV and optical devices .
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DISTRIBUTION LIST

DISTRIBUTION DIRECT TO RECIPIENT

ORGANIZATION MICNOPIC~~ ORGANIZATION MICROPICHE

A205 DMATC 1 E053 AF/INAXA 1
1.210 DMAAC 2 E017 AP/RDXTR W 1
B344 DIA/RDS-3C 9 E403 APSC/INA 1
C043 USAMIIA 1 E404 AEDC 1
C509 BALLISTIC RES LABS 1 E408 AFWL 1
C510 AIR NOBILITY R&D 1 E410 ADTC 1

LAB/PlO
C513 PICATINNY ARSENAL 1 FTD
C535 AVIATION SYS COMD 1 ccii 1
C591 PSTC 5 ASD/P’I’D/NIIS 3
C619 MIA REDSTONE 1 NIA/PHS 1
DOO S MISC 1 NIIS 2
0300 USAICE (USAREUR) 1
P005 POE 1
p050 CIA/CRB/ ADWSD 1
NAVORDSTA (50L) 1
MABA/ESI 1
AFIT/LD 3
LLL/Code L-389 1 
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